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MARSHAll. NEW V-P
Ross Marshall. Merriam. KS. direc-
tor of the Alexander Majors Historical
House In Kansas City. has been se-
lected by the SFTA board of directors
to complete the term of vice-president
which was vacated by Mark L. Gard-
ners resignation. Marshall is former
president of the Oregon-California
TraIls Association and recently was
elected to the SFTA board of directors
to illl a vacancy from Kansas. His ele-
vation agaIn leaves a vacancy on the
board to be filled by a representative
from Kansas. which will be done soon.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
MEETING FEBRUARY 25
SFTA President BUl Pitts has called a
meeting of the executive committee at
the Santa Fe Trail Center. Lamed. KS.
at 1:00 p.m.• Saturday. February 25.
All other board members are encour-
aged to attend. and the meetlngls open
to all SFTA memhers. For more infor-
mation contact President Pitts at (405)
522-5244.
95 SYMPOSIUM PLANS
THE 1995 biennial San~ Fe Trail
Symposium will meet at Lamed and
Great Bend. KS. September 21-24.
Registration materials. Including a
complete program and motellnforma-
tlon. wUl be mailed with the May Issue
of Wagon Tracks.
Symposium Coordinator Steve LIn-
,derer announced that plans are nearly
completed for the program which will
begin at the Santa Fe Trail Center near
Larned on Thursday afternoon with a
SFTA open board meeting. That will be
followed by a reception and entertain-
ment at the Trail Center. On Friday
and Saturday momlng;; lectures will
be at the community center In Lamed.
Barton County Community College at
Great Bend will host the Saturday af·
ternoon and Sunday programs.
A numher ofprominent speakers will
talk about various aspects ofthe Santa
Fe Trail. Confirmed speakers Include
Robert Button. BUl Chalfant. Thomas
E. Cbavez. David Clapsaddle. Bob
Dorian. Jane Elder. Mark L. Gardner.
(continued on page 3)
The new exhibit going up aroundthe Conestoga wagon atthe National FrontierTral18
Center, Independence, MO.
WAGON AND SANTA FE MURALADDED TO NFTC EXHIBIT
by John Mark Lambertson
(Lambertson ls director of the National Frontier Trails Center.)
THE Santa Fe Trail exhibit at the National Frontier Trails Center In Inde-
pendence. MO. Is undergoing a major and exciting expansion. Last summer the
Friends of the NFTC purchased'an authentic early nineteenth-century Conestoga
wagon to be added to the presentation of trading on the Santa Fe Trail. To cap
off the exhibit expansion a large mural Is being painted which wUl depict the old
plaza In Santa Fe.
The wagon. purchased from Wagon Masters near St. Louis. had previously been
In small private museums In Pennsylvania and Missouri. It Is seventeen feet long
from the flared tip of one end bow to the other. stands about nine feet tall. and
Is In excellent shape for Its approximately 150 years. It came with an original feed
box. wagon jack. and ox yoke. The conservation work undertaken on the jack
brought about the exciting discovery of two names and the date M 1827" under a
layer of rust. Ironically. the 1827 date coincides with the founding of Inde-
pendence and Its start In the Santa Fe trade.
The wagon has been placed at the end of the previous Santa Fe Trail exhibit In
a new room created to showcase It. Three walls of the new exhibit area have been
hung with canvas and are being painted to show a detailed view of the plaza In
Santa Fe about 1845. The completed work will be ten feet tall and wrap around
fifty feet of the walls. The artist. Charles Goslin. has created several histortcal
murals In the Kansas City area In the past several years. He undertook consld·
emble research and revisited Santa Fe to get an accurate portrayal of the plaza
and Its people and activities for the mural.
Besides the wagon and mural. ctimtor Anna Belle CartwrIght Is preparing an
(continued on page 4)
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PRESIDENT'S COLUMN
Ross Marshall. new SFTA vice-presi-
dent. asked for a meeting of the execu-
tive committee of the governing board.
The meeting has been called for Satur-
day, February 25. 1:00 p.m.• at the
Santa Fe Trail Center west of Lamed.
KS. The agenda is not com plete yet.
but it will inelude Ross Marshall's
hopes for the Association's growth. a
discussion ofthe use ofourlogo. com-
ments on if we should raise our reim-
bursement to the editor of Wagon
Tracks, and a report on the speakers'
bureau. The meeting is open to all
SFTA members and your ideas will be
welcome.
The Santa Fe Trail truly lives on. and
the State of Oklahoma is at last recog-
nizing the influence of the Trail on
Oklalioma's history. The citizens ofCI-
marron County have always recog-
nized the Trail's importance and have
preserved its remains. The state gov- -
ernment is now updating old signs
about the Trail and is also givingCamp
Nichols its proper share of Iiistoric
glory. The DAR deserves credit for their
recent recognition ofthe Trail in Okla-
homa when they placed two stone
markers in Cimarron County.
-The Oklahoma Historical Society an-
nual meeting will be held in Enid on
April 27-29. and one program is dedl~
cated to the Santa Fe Trail and Camp
Nichols. In researching indian Terri-
tory (the old name for Oklahoma) and
Its relation to the Santa Fe Trail. we
found that. in 1843. Captain Nathan
Boone was sent with about 80 dra-
goons from Fort Gibson to explore the
western boundary and afford protec-
tion to traders on the Santa Fe Trace.
It is interesting that two decades later
the forts In Indian Territorywere aban-
doned by the Union so the soldiers
could be used to protect the Santa Fe
Trail from the Confederates. Anyone
interested in attending the OHS an-
nual meeting in Enid -should write to
Annual Meeting. Oklahoma Historical
Society. 2100 N Lincoln Blvd. Okla-
homa City OK 73105. telephone (405)
521-2491.
-BUlPitts
CAll.. FOR NOMINATIONS
MARC Simmons. chairman of the
nominating committee (including Bill
Pitts and Margaret Sears). hereby is-
sues a call to members to submit can-
didates to be considered for nomina-
tion to fill the positions of officers and
directors whose terms expire at the
end of the 1995 symposiu~. This til-
eludes the president. vice-president.
and six directors (one at large and one
from each of the five Trail states).
The committee will choose those to
be on the ballot which will be mailed to
all members in the May issue ofWagon
Tracks. Since this is the first time offi-
cers and board members are elected by
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a mail ballot. as provided In the bylaws
adopted at the 1993 symposium. addi-
tional explanation is given.
The bylaws provide that "the vice-
president shall. upon satisfactory
completion of the two-year term. be
nominated for the office of president
for the succeeding two years." Because
V-P Mark L. Gardner resigned from
this office and V-P Ross Marshall re-
placed him only recently. this will not
be automatic this time. Marshall is
eligible to serve as president even
though he has not served a full two
years. but other suggested candidates
may be submitted. Since a vice-presi-
dent who serves a full term will auto-
matically be nominated to the presi-
dency two years hence. that office
should also be filled by someone with
the time. experience. and dedication to
lead our growing organization.
The president and vice-president
serve two-year terms. Secre-
tary/Treasurcr Ruth Olson Peters
.serves a four-year term which will ex-
pire in 1997. The committee may
nominate more than one candidate for
each of the vacant officer positions.
The bylaws require the nominating
committee to present at least two
nominees for each vacancy on the
board of directors. Candidates should
be willing to attend board meeting;;
and be prepared to work. The bylaws
specify that members of the board of
directors may not serve more than two
consecutive four-year terms. Of those
directors whose terms expire In 1995,
Adrian Bustamante. representing New
Mexico. has completed two consecu-
tive terms and is Ineligible for reelec-
tion until he has been off the board at
least one term. The following board
members are eligible for reelection:
Dave Webb, at-large member; Mary
Gamble. ~epresentlngColorado; Pau-
line Fowler. representing Missouri;
and Dave Hutchison. representing
Oklahoma. Also, whoever Is selected to
rul the vacancy from Kansas will be
eligible for election to a full term in
1995.
All current members ofSFTA (except
those noted above) are eligible to be
nominated and/or to submit candi-
dates for nomination. Chapters are
also-urged to submit nominations. es-
pecially for the board position in their
state. To be considered. each candi-
date must be a mem ber in good stand-
Ing. agree in writing to serve If elected.
and provide a brief (one paragraph)
biography (Including Trail qmilifica-
tlons and experiences) and a state-
ment (one paragraph) of his or her
objectives for SFTA. This information
wiIJ. be used by the nominating com-
. mittee in selecting candidates. and the
biography and statement of objectives
for each nominee will accompany the
ballot sent to the membership In May.
The deadline for receiving nomina-
tions and the necessary statements is
March 30. 1995. These should be
mailed promptly to Dr. Marc Simmons,
Box 51, Cerrillos NM 87010.
AWARDS NOMINATIONS
NEEDED SOON -
A highlight ofeach SFTA Symposium
is the presentation of Awards of Merit
to individuals and organizations who
are singled out for exceptional service
and outstanding contributions to the
Santa Fe Trail. In the past. some ofthe
most energetic and dedicated mem-
bers of the Association (along with
non-members) have been recipients of
this honor.
Another award. initiated in 1993, is
the Jack D. Rittenhouse Memorial
Stagecoach Award. This honor is given
for extraordinary lifetime contribu-
tions to the Santa Fe Trail. The award
consists of a cash prize of $250. a
plaque. and a. handsome Santa Fe
Trail blanket from the Southwest
Trails Blanket Series. designed by
Hopi weaver Ramona Saklestewa.
woven by the Pendleton Woolen Mills
of Oregon. and produced and donated
by the Dewey Trading Co. of Santa Fe.
The SFTA is grateful to Ray Dewey. the
only benefactor member of SFTA. for
initiating and supporting this special
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•awanl. It commemorates the work of
the late Jack D. Rittenhouse; the chief
bibliographer of the Trail. The 1993
recipients were Bonita and Leo Oliva.
Current officers ofthe SFTA, as well as
members of the Awards Committee,
are ineligtble for this honor.
Awards Committee Chair Joy Poole
is issuing a call to the general mem-
bership for nominations for Awards of
Merit and for the Rittenhouse Award.
The deadline is May 15, 1995. Please
submit a summary of your nominee's
qualifications and contributions to the
preservation or promotion of the Trail.
All nominations should be sent to Joy
Poole, 137 N Roosevelt, Fort Collins
CO 80521. From the submissions,
winners will be selected and recom-
mended to the SFTA governing board
for approval, as provided in the by-
laws. The presentation ceremony is
scheduled for the Saturday evening
session of the symposium.
Another honor authorized by the by-
laws is that of Santa Fe Trail Associa-
tion Ambassador, an honorary, life-
time designation. According to the by-
laws, nominations for this award (in-
cluding "abrief resume of the person's
activities which support the nomina-
tion") must be submitted to President
Bill Pitts or Secretary Ruth Peters no
later than June 23, 1995. The presi-
dent and secretary wUl forward all
nominations to the awards committee
for selection and recommendation to
the governing board for approval. Am-
bassadors wUl be "appropriately in-
vested" at the awards ceremony dUring
the symposium. Nominations for SFTA
Ambassador may be sent to either
President BUl Pitts, 3824 N Oak Grove
Dr #841, Midwest City OK 73110 or
Secretary Ruth Peters, Santa Fe Trail
Center, RR 3, Lamed KS 67550 prior
to the deadline.
SCHOLARLY SANTA FE
TRAIL ARTICLES WANTED
THE Kansas State Historical Society
is cantemplatingthe possibilityofpub-
lishing a special Santa Fe Trail issue
of Kansas History: A Journal of the
Central Plains in connection with the
175th anniversary celebration in
1996. The editor is seeking scholarly,
article-length manuscripts to consider
for possible inclusion therein. These
article should reflect new research
and/or interpretations and thus make
a significant contribution to Trail lit-
erature and historiography. Manu-
scripts should be submitted for evalu-
ation no later than December 31,
1995. For more information, please
contact Virgil W. Dean, Editor, Kansas
State Historical Society, 120 W lOth
St, Topeka KS 66612-1291.
February 1995
SYMPOSIUM PLANS
(continued from page 1)
Benjamin Kracht, Joseph Marshall,
Hany Myers, Leo E. Oliva, Don Rickey,
and Ray Schulz. In addition there will
be special programs. exhibits, and en-
tertainment at Fort Larned National
Historic Site, the Santa Fe Trail Cen-
ter, Barton County Historical Society
Museum, and the Shafer Art Gallery.
Field trips include tours ofthe Wet and
Dry routes near Lamed, Fort Zarah
and Walnut Creek sites near Great
Bend, east along the Trail Into Rice
County, and a tour of the Chey-
enne/Sioux camp burned by General
Winfield S. Hancock's troops in 1867.
On Friday evening, the Wet/Dry
Routes Chapter will serve a BBQ din-
ner at Fort Lamed, followed by self-
gUided candlelight tours. A large com-
plement of military and civilian living-
history Interpreters wUl depict life as it
was when the fort was In its heyday as
guardian of the Trail. During the eve-
ning, period dancing is planned In the
quartermaster storehouse. Music will
be provided by Saxton's Comet Band,
an authentic reenactment group that
plays music on original instruments of
the Civil War period. Dance instruc-
tion wUl be provided for whose who
wish to learn the Virgtnia Reel and
other historic dances.
A Mexican buffet wUl be featured Sat-
urday evening at Barton County Com-
munity College near Great Bend, after
which Don Rickey, noted western
author and lecturer, will speak. SFTA
awards will also be presented dUring
the evening.
The symposium traditionally fea-
tures a book exhibit and sales area for
publishers and dealers. Those plan-
ning to exhibit can obtain an applica-
tion form by contactingSteve Linderer,
Fort Larned NHS, RR 3, Larned KS
67550, phone (316) 285-6911. There
wUl be no charge for book exhibitors
other than the standard registration
fee for the symposium.
SUMMER INSTITUTE
THE Southwest Institute will offer an-
other Santa Fe Trail summer program
In 1995, with academic credit avail-
able through New Mexico Tech. "The
Gateway Plains and the Santa Fe Trail"
is scheduled for June 10-17 and again
for July 8-15. Each session includes
two days of lectures and travel along
the Mountain and Cimarron routes of
the Trail In New Mexico, Colorado, and
Oklahoma. Contact Jerry L. WUliams,
Southwest Institute, 106 Bandelier
West, University of New Mexico, Albu-
querque NM 87131 or call (505) 277-
2828 or 277-3105.
TRAIL TOURISM PROMOTION
by Michael E. Pitel
(Pitel is SFTA publicity coordlnator.J
THE New Mexico Dept. ofTourism. on
behalf of the five Santa Fe Trail state
tourism offices, has applied for
$122,000 in financial support from the
U.S. Travel & ToiIrism Administration
to help promote .the Trail as a travel
experience to the lucrative German
tourist market over. the next three
years. This will coincide with the
SFTA's plans for the 175th anniver-
sary celebration beginning in 1996.
Other plans to promote the Trail are
being made by the tourism offices In
the five states, including the under-
writing of the production and printing
of at least 100,000 Trail brochures In
the spring of 1995. Representatives
from the tourism offices and other
agencies met in Kansas City on Janu-
ary 12 to continue plans to promote
the Trail, and additional meetin~ are
scheduled. These efforts should en-
courage Trail camm unities to become
Involved in the 175th anniversary cele-
bration and to host annual Trail
events. Trail tourism can be an im por-
tant factor In economic development
along the historic route.
CHISHOLM TRAIL TOUR
JESSE Chisholm established a trail
south from present Wichita, KS, into
Indian Territory In 1865 to trade with
Indians. Later this route became fa-
mous as a cattle trail, known as the
Chisholm Trail. Barton County Com-
munity College, Great Bend, KS, will
offer a traveling seminar on the Chis-
holm Trail, June 10-11, 1995, with
visits to several of sites. Instructor will
be David Clapsaddle. Contact Elaine
Simmons, BCCC, (800) 748-7594.
PUBUCITY USTS
SFTA Publicity Coordinator Mike Pitel
has com piled a list of Trail states'
chambers of commerce and conven-
tion bureaus Unchidingname ofdirec-
tor, address, phone number, and fax
numbed. as well as a list ofTrail states'
daily and weekly newspapers and
magazines (names of editor, address,
phone number, and circulation). Both
lists are "Santa Fe Trail-intensive" and
will serve any sponsors of annual
events and activities for publicity and
public relations purposes.
Anyone seeking such a list to help
with any promotion may contact Pitel
at the New Mexico Dept. of Tourism
during office hours at (800) 545-2070.
This should be especially helpful for
publicizingevents commemorating the
175th anniversary of the Trail.
3
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Charles Goslin at work on the Santa Fe mural, National Frontier Trails Center.
NFTC EXHIBIT
(continued from page 1)
accompanying exhibit of the kinds of
goods which were freighted on the
Santa Fe Trail. from gold and guns to
nails and calico. The Center is seeking
sponsors for the cargo exhibits. The
Santa Fe Trail Association has voted to
spend over $300 on the project. Names
of donors who sponsor cargo for $100
or more will be displayed near the ex-
hibit. For more information or to con-
tribute to this project. please contact
Anna Belle Cartwright at the address
below.
The new exhibit is expected to be
finished this spring. Everyone is in-
vited to visit the museum. The Na-
tional Frontier Trails Center is open
seven days a week and located at 318
W Pacific, Independence MO 64050.
telephone (816) 325-7575.
FAYE ANDERSON AWARD
MlLDON Yeager of Larned. KS, was
named the recipient of the 1995 Faye
Anderson Award. presented annually
by the Wet/Dry Routes Chapter of
SFTA. Yeager. one ofthe prime movers
in the marking of the Fort Hays-Fort
Dodge Road. the Santa Fe Trail be-
tween Forts Lamed and Dodge. and
historic sites in the Lamed area asso-
ciated with Henry Booth. received the
award at the chapter meeting at Of-
ferle. KS. on January 15.
The award, initiated in 1994 to honor
the late Faye Anderson of Larned. a
charter member of the Wet/Dry
Routes Chapter. is comprised of an
engraved plaque and a lifetime mem-
bership in the chapter. Congratula-
tions Mildonl
4
BICYCLE TREK FEATURED
THE annual Santa Fe Trail Bicycle
Trek, led by SFTA member Willard
Chilcott. continues to draw riders from
across the nation and stimulate inter-
est in the Trail. Chuck Oestreich. edi-
tor of Pedalwheellng, participated in
the fifth annual ride in 1994 and wrote
a two-part article, "High Plains Drift-
ing." which appeared in the November
and December 1994 issues of the
magazine.
The sixth annual bike trek is sched-
uled for Sept. 17-0ct. 6. 1995. Contact
Willard Chilcott. 885 Camino Del Este,
Santa Fe NM 87501 or call (505) 982-
1282.
HENRY BOOTH GUIDE
-
THE Wet/Dry Routes Chapter has
produced another fine guidebook. The
Life and Legacy ofHenry Booth: A Self-
GuidedAuto TourOfHistoric SitesAsso-
ciated with Henry Booth. the Principal
FounderofPawnee County and the City
ofLarned. Booth served as post sutler
at Fort Lamed. helped establish the
town of Larned. moved the sutler's
mess house from the fort to serve as
the first structure at the new townsite.
oversaw the organization of Pawnee
County,. opened the first hotel in
Larned. constructed other business
building;; and a fine home in Lamed.
served as a community leaderand held
elective offices (including state repre-
sentative). helped organize the Episco-
pal Church. and. upon his death in
1898. was buried in the Lamed Ceme-
tery.
Nine sites. each marked with an ap-
propriate sign. are included in the
tour. The booklet is available for two
32-cent stamps. Send stamps and or-
der to Ida Yeager. 416 Wichita. Lamed
KS 67550.
POST OFFICE OAK
-LElTERSs-
Editor:
I would like to respond to the sugges-
tions for the Santa Fe Trail Association
as given by Mr. Byron Shutz in the
November 1994 issue of Wagon
Tracks. specifically to his suggestions
concerning the Santa Fe Trail Associa-
tion's office. I thought the AssOCiation
mem bers might be interested to know
more about their office and its history.
When the AsSOCiation was organized
in 1986. the work of processing the
mem bership naturally fell to the treas-
urer, who resided in Trinidad, Colo-
rado and to the secretary (myselO. re-
siding in Larned. Kansas. Mter our
work was completed. we passed the
membership information on to the
Wagon Tracks editor. so that he had
the names and addresses for mailing
WT. It soon became apparent that
mem bership processing would be sim-
plified If the task was handled by the
combined office of a secretary/treas-
urer. I was elected to that position by
the membership in 1987.
As the membership grew. so did the
workload. From 1987 through 1989.
the Santa Fe Trail Center (of which I
am the Director) processed the Asso-
ciation's membership with no compen-
sation from the SFTA. The processing
was handled by myself and the Trail
Center's secretary dUring regular busi-
ness hours. As the finances of the
Association grew. the SFTA Board
voted in 1989 to include the category
"Santa Fe Trail Center Annual Com-
pensation" into the budget. begtnping
in 1990. (Wagon Tracks Editor annual
com pensation began the follOWing
year.) The Trail Center's compensation
in 1990 was $1000.00. With an annual
increase of $100.00. compensation
budgeted for 1995 is $1,500.00.
With this compensation. the Santa
Fe Trail Center maintains the Associa-
tion's archives, as well as provides the
AssoCiation with office space in the
Trail Center's library. The office in-
cludes a work desk and storage
shelves. as well as space for the Asso-
ciation's file cabinet. computer desk.
computer. and printer. The Trail Cen-
ter is currently updating its phone sys-
tem to accommodate a fax machine.
which it will soon obtain. The Associa-
tion will also have the use Of the Trail
Center's fax number and fax machine.
Compensation to the Trail Center is
also used to cover long distance phone
February 1995
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calls to conduct Association business
and mileage reimbursement to run As-
sociation errands. The Trall Center's
secretary handles mall and phone re-
quests to the SFTA for general Trall
information and brochures. There is a
slow but steady stream of these re-
quests. She also types all Association
correspondence which is answered by
me.
As the SFTA membership continued
to grew, I asked a Santa Fe Trall Center
volunteer ifshe would take on the task
of processing the memberships. She
later assumed bookkeeping duties for
the Association as well. In 1994, she
volunteered approximately 240 hours
for the Association through the Trall
Center.
When the Association is willing and
able to employ a full- time staffperson,
a separate phone number and listing
might be advantageous, as Mr. Shutz
suggested. Currently, however, the As-
sociation's office is located in a facility
that is open 7 days a week during
summer months and 6 days a week
during the winter months. Although I
am not always avallable, other Trall
Center staff members can usuallyas-
sist with questions regarding the As-
sociation.
In the early years of the Association,
I believe that the Santa Fe Trall Center
played an important role in the Asso-
ciation's survival. Now the Association
is a viable and respected organization
and others maybe lookingat the head-
quarters office location with interest.
The Santa Fe Trail Center is proud to
have been the office for the Association
since its begtnning and wishes to con- '
tinue in this capacity. Even though
Lamed is a small community, we feel
that we can meet whatever needs the
Association might have, with guidance
and adequate funding from the Asso-
ciation's board.
Ruth Olson Peters
Director, Santa Fe Trail Center
Secretary/Treasurer, SFTA
RR3
Lamed KS 67550
•
Editor:
Byron Shu tz's letter in the last
Wagon Tracks caught my eye and I
have just spent half an hour on the
phone with him discussing the points
he makes. I agree completely that the
symposiums and Wagon Tracks (re-
flecting your excellent work) are the
two best things that SFTA has going
for it. I also agree with Mr. Shutz's
ideas for making the organization re-
ally healthy and robust, ,and for it to
live up to its potential. I hope that the
current leadership can be prodded, or
new leadership gained, which would
move SFTA along toward these goals.
February J 995
It seems to me that having a head-
quarters and staff person(s) is a real
nwst for the organization to advance. I
hope the board of directors will ad-
dress that issue and make inquiries
about possible arrangements and lo-
cations. aCTA estimates that it re-
ceives the eqUivalent of about
$25,OOO.00ayearin office space, utili-
ties, and services provided by the City
of Independence. I believe that has
been an important foundation for their
stability and growth over the past sev-
eral years.
John Mark Lambertson, DireCtor
National Frontier Trails Center
318 W Pacific
Independence MO 64050
Editor:
My friend John Richter (also from
Emporia, KS) and I are new members
of SFTA. We plan to study the Trail by
bicycle, traveling east from Santa Fe,
June 26-July 16, 1995. We have been
reading a number of Trail books,
studying maps, and are getting excited
about our upcoming adventure. We
hope to meet SFTA members along the
Trail, spend time visiting with Trall
buffs, tour Trail sites and museums,
and learn more about the Trail and
people in the Association.
William H. Borst
705 Washington Park
Emporia KS 66801
OLD SPANISH TRAIL
ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER
THE Old Spanish Trail Association
(OSTA), organized last year, is off and
running and has sent out the first
issue of the semiannual newsletter,
Spanish Traces, edited by Phil Carson.
The 12-page publication is attractive
and chock-full of information. Colo-
rado Senator Ben N. Campbell contin-
ues to push for legislation to include
the Old Spanish Trail in the National
Historic Trall system. Letters in sup-
port are needed. OSTA PreSident Ron
Kessler reports on the founding and
growth of the Association. There are
scholarly articles and book reviews.
Books reviewed include the reprint of
LeRoy and Ann Hafen's 1954 Old
Spanish TraU: santa Fe to Los Angeles
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1993, $12.95 softcover); C. Gregory
Crampton and Steven K. Madsen, In
Search oj the Spanish TraH. santa Fe to
Los Angeles, 1829-1848 (Layion, UT:
Peregrine Smith Books, 1994, $24.95
softcover); and a new edition ofGeorge
D. Brewerton's Overland with Kit Car-
son: A Narrative oJthe Old Spanish Trail
in '48 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1993, $12.95 softcover). These
and other volumes may be ordered
from Ron Kessler's Adobe Village
Press, PO Box 510, Monte Vista CO
81144.
OSTA is growing and seeking inter-
ested members. There are three local
chapters already and more are
planned. The next OSTA meeting, a
policy and planning session, is sched-
uled for 1:00 p.m., May 20, 1995, at
the Rio Grande County Museum, 580
Oak St, Del Norte CO. All members are
welcome. Annual membership in
OSTA may be obtained bysending $ 10
for individual, $15 for family, or $25
for institutional dues to Old Spanish
Trail Association, PO Box 521, Monte
Vista CO 81144.
CELEBRATING THE BIRTH
OF A TRAIL TOWN
by Deanne Wright
(Deanne and Earl Wright oj Council
Grove are active members oj SFTA
and the Heart oj the Flint Hills
Chapter. A Jew years ago Deanne
conducted a series oj interviews with
Santa Fe Trail people Jor her radio
series, "Ideas Unlimited," on KKSU
radio at Kansas State University,
Manhattan.)
A stone barn built by Seth Hays
served as a backdrop to a program
about Council Grove's place in Santa
Fe Trail history dUring the Santa Fe
Trail Arts Festival, September 25,
1994, east of Council Grove.
The program, MBirth of a Trall Town:
1850-1855," was an effort to present
history from a site-specific perspec-
tive. Other program goals were to
maintain historical authenticityand to
tap into the talents of local and area
residents.
The day began with an old-time
church service led by Rosie Clymer,
Circuit Rider. At noon a buffalo feed,
complete with potato cakes and Aunt
Sally's apple cobbler, was served from
an open fire by Earl Wright and a
contingent of volunteers.
An Ugly Western Hat Contest judged
by Clymer and Don Coldsmith, well-
known Kansas author, was part of a
fund-raising effort to help restore the
stone bam.
The afternoon program began with
Don Cress describing how Council
Grove was selected as one of the earli-
est rendezvous points for pack and
wagon trains. His presentation, MBig
John Spring to Lost Spring->," was in
front of a huge aerial photographic
display of Morris County on which the
route of the Trall was marked.
Cress grew upon a farm along the
Santa Fe Trall and drank out of Big
John Spring many times before it was
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Gum Springs, In present Shawnee, KS, was an Important Intersection and favorite
camping area for travelers on the Santa Fe, Oregon, California, and military trails,
Recently It was the site of one of four ceremonies dedicating 65 signs marking the
route ofthe Fort Leavenworth-Fort Scott Military Road In'Johnson, Wyandotte, and
Leavenworth counties In Kansas. Kansas City Area Historic Trails Association
members and city officials pictured, I to r: Craig Crease, Shawnee Mayor Jim Allen,
Kansas City· Metro Surveyor Mike McLoughlin, KCAHTA President Dorothy Kroh,
Merriam Mayor Irene French, SFTA Vice-President Ross Marshall,and Lee Kroh,
MIUTARY ROAD MARKED
THE Kansas City Area Historic Trails
Association, headed by SFTAmember
Dorothy Kroh, has identified the path
of the Fort Leavenworth-Fort Scott
Military Road and is placing 138 signs
along the route, a portion of which for
several years served as one route of the
Santa Fe Trail. The road was estab-
lished by the army, 1837-1839, to con-
nect Fort Leavenworth and Fort Gib-
son (in present Oklahoma). It crossed
the Kansas River at the Grinter (Dela-
ware) Ferry. Fort Scott was estab-
lished near the route in 1842 on the
Marmaton River. The markers are lo-
cated in the Kansas City area in Leav-
enworth, Wyandotte, and Johnson
counties.
Lee Kroh compiled documents to
identify the route and pr~ented this
information- in MMapping Historic
Trails," 1994. This was .carefully
checked for accuracy by a number of
other researchers. (see MReenactment
of 1850s Trail Survey," in Aug. 1994
wr, p. 4).
Approximately half of the new mark-
ershave been dedicated. Additional
donations are needed to complete the
project. Send contributions to Dorothy
Kroh, 8812 W 66th St, Shawnee Mis-
'. sian KS 66202. Everyone is invited to
travel along the historic route.
Deanne Wright, Councll Grove, hosted
the program. Two sets of her great-
grandparents came in covered wagons
to the Council Grove area.
Graham Newcomer portraying a Santa
Fe Trallwagonmaster at the festival
east of Couricll Grove, KS,
TRUMAN ARTICLE DELAYED
THE concluding portion of Jane Mal-
. linson's article on Harry Truman and
the selection of sites for the DAR Ma-
donna Statues in the Santa Fe Trail
states Will appear in the next issue.
,.
Don Creas, president of the Heart of the
Flint Hills Chapter, speaking at the
Stone Barn during the Trail Festival..
filled in by the state highway depart-
ment when Highway 56 was moved.
.A rousing interpreta'tion of a day at a
. . rendezvous was presented by local
community arts .. performer Graham
Newcomer in MTales from a Santa Fe
Trail Wagonmaster." The founding of
Councll Groye was told through the
experience of Seth Hays, mercantile
'trader. Council Grove attorney and
historian, Kenneth McClintock,re-
searched and interpreted Seth Hays's
influence on the development of the
Trail town. McClintock's great-grand-
parents came to Morris County in
1899.
Professionally-trained actress and
local resident Linda Sampsel took'the
name of her Scottish great-great-
grandmother and spun a campfire tale
for the children. Sampsel's great-
grandfather settled in Councll Grove in
1872.
Retired Emporia State University
chemistry profes&br· Alfred Ericson
told about the supplies needed to sur-
vive along the Trail. Kansas maSter
folk artist Helen Ericson, Emporia, dis-
. played quilt patterns of the 1850s. She
designed a new pattern to celebrate the
day's events, called The Post Office
Oak pattern. .
Sharon Haun, curator of the Kaw
Mission State Historic Site in Council
Grove, interpreted the life of Eliza Huf-
faker. Eliza was married to T. S. Huf-
faker who began the mission school for
Kaw chlldren in 1850. Haun's great-
grandparents emigrated from Sweden
to the Marion Hm community. in the
early days of Morris County.
The program concluded with camp-
fire vocal duets by' new Council Grove
teachers, Natalie and Mike Walkup.
•
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THAT FABULOUS PROCESSION: AN APPRECIATION OF
ROBERT L DUFFUS, AUTHOR OF THE SANTA FE TRAIL
by Michael L. Olsen
~.. ".
"
•
••
(Mike Olsen Is professor of history at
New Mexico Highlands University,
Las Vegas, NM, and an active member
of SFTA and the Corazon de los
Caminos Chapter. He Is especially
interested in Trail bibliography. He
and Harry Myers received an SFTA
Award of Merit in 1993 for their
discovery and editing of the diary of
Pedro Ignacio Gallego, which was
published in the November 1992
issue of Wagon Tracks. )
IF you have not read The Santa FeTraU
by Robert L. Duffus, you are in for
what used to be known as Ma good
read." First published in 1930, it is
arguably still the best general account
of the Trail. Duffus, as an early Trail
~buff," also wrote a little-rnown novel
about the Trail, Jomada.
From the first sentence of the first
chapter of The Santa Fe TraU, Duffus
evokes the romance and lore of the
historic overland Trail while at the
same time presenting an account that
was more than balanced by the stand-
ards of his day and which even stands
the test of our own overtly Mpolitically
correct" times. He begins by placing
readers Mon the far brink of civillza-
tion," the Missouri frontier in the
1820s. Behind, as he so vividly paints
it, there lay Msettlements still raw from
the hands of the builders; prairies
steaming from the first spring touch of
the plow; then lines of rails . . .; then
villages where bells swing to and fro on
qUiet Sunday mornings...." He calls
to mind the mills, factories, and cities
of the east, the rising tide of abolition-
ism, and a lifestyle Min which women
wore pounds and pounds of wool, ex-
posure of the ankles was considered
indecent~d exposure to the night air
dangerous. .
MBut in front of you," Duffus reminds
us, MyoU knew, were opportunity and
romance." And he calls on the reader
to join him in a journeyalong the Trail,
issuing an invitation to Msit around the
old campfires, and throw on ... buffalo
chips, such bois de vache-as we still
can find. Again we shall sleep under
the naked sky and again in the bright
morning hear the stamping of many
hoofs, the shouting and swearing. the
cry that begins the day's march, 'Catch
up! Catch up!,,,3
Robert L. Duffus (the L. was for Lu-
ther) seems an unlikely person to have
written about the Trail, its personali-
February 1995
ties and its history. He was born in
Vermont in 1888. His mother came
from Mold New England stock." His fa-
ther was French Canadian and earned
a living as a granite cutter in WUllam-
stown. He contracted silicosis from
breathing gmnite dust while Robert
was still a child and moved, alone, to
California. Robert, his brother, sister,
and mother went to Waterbury to live
with his maternal grandmother.
There, in a classic American way, Duf-
fus worked for several years each af-
ternoon after school and in the sum-
mers for the local newspaper, sweep-
ing the office, firing up the potbellied
stove, setting type, and occasionally
writing a news item.
And then, strangely and in a manner
.that perhaps says somethingabout his
eventual affair with theSanta Fe Trail,
he enrolled at Stanford University on
the other coast of the continent. His
brother had preceded him there, and
perhaps they both made a connection
with their father. He does not mention
it in his memoirs.
After graduating with his A.B. degree
in 1910 and an A.M. degree in 1911,
Duffus went to work as a reporter for
the San Francisco Bulletin and then as
an editorial writer on the SanFrancisco
Call. He left California in 1919 and
moved to New York, where he reported
for the New York Globe and The Sun.
Then for a few years he made a living
as a freelance journalist before joining
The New York Times. There he became
a highly respected member of the edi-
torial stafffrom 1937 to 1962, when he
retired. In the terms of mid-century
America, he had arrived and was a
member of the Mestablishment," After
retirement he returned to California,
where he died in 1972.4
Why did this man, who traveled the
world as part of his profession, Who
was a francophile decorated with the
Chevalier Legion of Honor for his edi-
torial support of France dUring World
War II, write about the Santa Fe Trail?
He ultimately penned three volumes of
memoirs but they dealt primarily with
his childhood and years as a reporter
in San Fmncisco.5 His daughter, how-
ever, recalled recently, MI don't know
what sparked his interest in the Santa
Fe Trail other than a fascination with
history and the West. He traveled
along the trail to Santa Fe-although
only 9 at the time the book was pub-
lished, I do remember hearing about
the fact he had traveled by train. ,,6
Duffus was a prolific writer, although
Mprolific" does not convey the extent of
his work or the mnge of his interests.
He produced nearly two dozen books
of history, public policy, and biogra-
phy, including some for children. The
New York Times index for 1930, before
he joined its editorial staff, lists forty-
five feature articles by Duffus, on top-
ics from archeological discoveries at
Pompeii, Chicago crime, General Elec-
tric's research laboratory, Hoover's
sense of humor(!!l, Mormonism's cen-
tennial, Baron von Steuben, and White
House children, to Wedgewood pottery
and women in industry. The Reader's
Guide to Periodical Literature for the
late 1920s and early 1930s lists Duf-
fus articles in many publications in-
cluding Harper's Magazine, Architec-
tural Record, Collier's, and American
Mercury on such diverse subjects as
MIs Pittsburgh Civilized?," MCan Archi-
tecture Be Taught?," MFremont and
Jessie," and MNow They're Farming
Fishes."
Through all of these entries there
does run a vein of interest in and
fascination for history, In his memoirs
Duffus credits this interest, as well as
his strongstrain ofromanticism , to his
upbringing in Vermont and, concern-
ing the love of history at least, his
education at Stanford where President
David Starr Jordan and Professor
Thorstein Veblen had a significant in-
fluence on him.7
In WUllamstown Branch, his first vol-
ume of reminiscences about his child-
hood, Duffus reflected on the m ulticul-
tural roots of Williamsburg's popula-
tion and its connection with the Civil
War. He recalled, MWhat made WUllam-
stown the most prosperous as well as
the most cosmopolitan of small towns
was the gmnite business and the peo-
ple it brought. Whatever exists seems
natural to a boy, and so it seemed
natural to me that our small town in
the hills ... should have three lan-
guages-English, French, and Italian,
or maybe four if you included the
broad Scotch some of the men from
Aberdeen spoke. It seemed natural
that four distinct races or nationalities
should come downtown on Saturday
night to hang around J.K. Linton's
store, or listen to a band concert, or
see an outdoor patent medicine show,
or just huzz around. ,,8 .
Duffus, of course, was of a genera-
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tion that could talk to men who had
served in the Civil Wax. or to men and
women who remembered it. When a
telegram arrived at his grandmother's
house saying that his hrother. then at
Stanford. had survived the San Fran-
cisco eaxthquake. he remembered his
grandmother saying. MI used to think
that God wouldn't allow the very worst
thin~ to happen. I knew they did hap-
pen. though. I learned that when I was
a very young mother. during the Civil
War. It got so I nwer wanted to see
another telegram."
And when he boarded the train to
leave Williamstown a few years later.
he reflected that the baggage man at
the station. now elderly. had gone off
as a drummer boy in the Army of the
Potomac at just about the same age he
was then. leaving for Stanford. He
wondered. MIf I had been his age in
1861, ... would I have had the courage
to become a drummer-boy?" And he
wanted to ask Frank Caxpenter. the
baggage man, "Did they make you
march in front of the company beside
the color guard. or did they let you do
your drum ming a Uttle nearer to home.
and did the enemy fire on the color-ser-
geant and let the Uttle drummer go
unharmed?" But he did not because,
"the time for asking questions was
past."10
But mostly. Duffus seems to have
been a romantic at heart, and he rec-
ognized himself as such. His works on
the Santa Fe Trail certainly bear out
his assessment. Even as a reporter in
San Francisco in his twenties. he could
later recall to himself. "I loved ro-
mance, and there it was. all along the
waterfront•... romance in the wind
and sun, and romance in the quiet
fog."ll As a young child in dull Wil-
liamstown. he dreamed of being kid-
napped by gypsies, which led him to
wonder. "what were the people of India
doing, and the people ofAustralia, and
the people of Mrica. Asia, and Europe,
and the Esquimos? They must be hav-
ing a more interesting time than I was.
... Why couldn't I h~ve been born in
an interesting place?" 2
And so he escaped. from mountains
that "came too close into the too nar-
row valleys. There were mountains,
also, of old memories. of dead genera-
tions. of what one was expected to
be-and wasn·t." As with many of his
and a few succeeding generations. it
was the "midnight train" and its "eye
of fire before," to use a phrase from
Willa Cather, that lured him away. He
remembered, "On countless nights
when I lay half-sleeping in my grand-
mother's house I heard the midnight
train go by. We were so close, in that
narrow village, that it was right under
8
my window. I heard the rush and roar.
I lifted up to see the lights of the cars,
I heard the engineer whistle for a
crossing this side ofthe Winooski River
bridge. How musical was that whistle.
how fantastic that passage of tumult
and lights. what romance andjoy went
by on the midnight train.... There will
never be for me another train like that.
never a plane bound for the ends ofthe
earth that will carry the same fre.ght
of glamour. never a ship. with the
white water under her bows. that will
be poetrY as was. once. the midnight
train."13
But. with his historical sense. he
knew that there is always a price to
pay, recalling. "On one of those final
days in Waterbury I went uptown on
some errand. and returning. saw my
grandmother. sitting in her bay win-
dow. and waved to her. She did not
speak to me then ofwhat she had been
thinking. She had sacrificed so much
for her daughter's children, myselfjust
one of the three.... My aunt looked at
me sadly as I came in. 'Do you know
what your grandmother said,' she
asked. 'She said, that is the last time I
shall ever see Robert walking down
that street.' It was true."14
All ofthese seeds germinated in Duf-
fus's The Santa Fe TraU. It is thorough.
comprehensive and fair. Consider the
opening paragraph of chapter six.
There Duffus. as with countless oth-
ers, does bestow the title "Father of the
Trail" on William Becknell. But. he also
asserts. "that in a sense the Trail had
many parents, beginning with the
ConqUistadors. or with the ghostly in-
dians who first moved across the
plains in search ofbuffalo. and includ-
ing an unnumbered caxavan of Span-
ish, French, and Yankee trappers and
traders. Becknell, as should now be
apparent. 'Ai!} not actually 'discover'
the route." Duffus's qualifier "as
should now be apparent" is inserted
because he has spent the five previous
chapters. with such titles as "Dawn on
the Trail" (covering the Spanish explor-
ers) and "France Finds the Way," illu-
minating the exploits of those who
came before Becknell. In fact, as fax as
Europeans are concerned. he may go
faxther back than any Trail historian
since. noting in chapter two. MThe cur-
tain rises upon a prelude fax from the
main scene of our drama. It is April.
1528. Don Paonlo Narvaez has landed
T B ·..16at ampa ay....
Others. both before and after him of
course, acknowledged the contribu-
tions of the Spanish. in paxticulax. to
Trail history. And like them. Duffus
also considers the Plains Indians. re-
telling with gusto the classic clashes
between them and decades of Trail
travelers. But there again he is even-
handed. speaking it seems at times to
those who squabble over this subject
sixty years later. Having expressed the
. opinion that, "The wron~ done the
Indians by the whites were probablyas
grave as those done the whites by the
Indians." he continues. M[blut ques-
tions of abstract right and wrong are
academic when an industrialized race
comes into contact with one which is
still in the pastoral stage."
The language. admittedly. is a bit
dated, but the sentiments are not, as
the conclusion to his chapter on the
American Indians demonstrates: MYet,
in spite of all, the white men and the
red man mingled their strains and to
some degree their cultures. In time
white men came to be proud of having
Indian blood in their veins. White men
borrowed from the Indians the rich lore
of the wilderness. Something of the
Indian way of thinking probably crept
into their minds, even without their
knowing it. and went to make that
characteristic attitude which we call
western. The Southwest was a melting
pot, into which were thrown Indians,
Spaniards. Mexicans, Frenchmen,
and Americans. The great mountains
and the great plains moulded them.
Something new came out, something
different from the pioneer strain of the
eastern streams and woods. And in
this new mixture was a considerable
dash ofthe despoiled and defeated. yet
perhaps in the end invincible Red
Brother. 17
Book reviewers of the day uniformly
praised The Santa Fe TraU. listing it
second only to Josiah Gregg's Com-
merce of the Prairies as the best treat-
ment of Santa Fe Trail history. W. H.
Ghent, in a long review in The New
'York Times. where Duffus was not yet
on the editorial staff. commended Duf-
fus for writing with "distinction and
charm." This review itself did much to
remind readers in 1930 of the forgot-
ten history of the Santa Fe Trail. It was
accompanied by two illustrations, MAr-
rival of the Caravans at Santa .Fe." and .
"Indian Alarm on the Cimarron." and
headlined, "Romantic History of the
Santa Fe Trail; Mr. Duffus Writes the
Colorful Story ofa Great Western Path-
way."18
Several reviewers took the occasion
of their review to comment on another
well-known general "history" of the
Trail. that of Henry Inman. Ghent. in
the Times. after praisingGreggforwrit~
ing "learnedly and attractively," side-
swiped Inman with the remark. "Major
Inman's book is a patchwork that hap-
pens to make good reading. though
bad history." Don Glassman. in the
New York World. went further. saying
February 1995
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Duffus "supersedes the classic of
Josiah Briggs [sic) and the fantasia of
Henry Inman." Only Henry Steele
Commager, just embarking on his ca-
reer as a prominent American histo-
rian and who should have known bet-
ter, fell into the pit with his opinion
that, "It is difficult to improve on
Gregg. or even on Inman." Perhaps
Commager was jesting. 19
When The Santa Fe TraQ was re-
printed by the University of New Mex-
ico Press in 1972. no major reviews
were published. But Duffus himself
received a coda on the work from an
old friend, Bruce Bliven. for thirty
years on the staff of the New Republic,
with fifteen of those years as editor.
Bliven spoke for all who admire the
book. writing to Duffus privately. "I
have read the new edition ofThe Santa
Fe TraQ. It is a damn good book. even
better than I remembered. Page 1 is a
poem; So is page 91; so is the last
paragraph. and many other passages.
I don't see how you kept such an enor-
mous amount of chronology straight. I
don't see how you had time to write
this book. unless you took a year off
for that purpose, and I don't remember
your doing so. "20
Duffus ends The Santa Fe Trail with
a penultimate chapter on. the railroad,
"Trails of Steel." The final chapter is
entitled "Recessional." and does finish
with a poetic paragraph just two sen-
tences long, "The Trail was but a single
thread in that vast roaring loom on
which was woven the fabric of modem
America. Yet there it still shines. if we
bend to look~like a pattern of untar-
nished gold." 1
Reviewers were not so kind a few
years later when it came time to assess
Duffus's novel of the Santa Fe Trail,
Jomada, published in 1935. On one
level this novel is not too bad a pot-
boiler. though it was never reprinted.
But on a different level. for the Trail
aficionado, it makes fascinating read-
ing since it is intriguing to see how
Duffus constructed his story around
actual Trail events.
The plot is a simpie one. It is the
sunlmer of 1846 and Martin Collins. a
younggreenhorn from Massachusetts,
has joined a wagon train headed to
Santa Fe. Most of the wagons in the
train are owned by John Peyton. who
is wagon boss. Two of his wagons con-
tain guns and ammunition destined
for Mexicans in Santa Fe who antici-
pate the American invasion and hope
to thwart it while at the same time
throwing out the Mexican government
and declaring an independent New
Mexico.
Peyton' himself seems to harbor the
delusion that he will take over New
February 1995
Mexico and bring it into the Union as
a slave state. Here Duffus obviously is
building in part on the story of Albert
Speyer, who did take two wagons loads
ofanns to New Mexico in 1846. eluding
capture by General Stephen Watts
Kearny. The American militaryeventu-
ally caught up with Speyer in Chihua-
hua. In Duffus's clever imaginative re-
construction, Peyton/Speyer is sup-
posed to arrive in Santa Fe after James
Magoffin, sent byKearny to parleywith
Governor Manuel Armijo, but before
the army.
Also accompanying the train is Pey-
ton's wife. the fair and lovely Dona
Mercedes de Luna. daughter of Don
Benito de Luna. one of the most
wealthy and powerful men in New
Mexico. but a man opposed to the
plans of the conspirators plotting re-
volt and independence. Needless to
say. Martin Collins falls in love with
her. In the crucial scene of the novel.
Dona Mercedes and Collins become
separated from the wagon train as it
crosses the Arkansas. headed for the
Cimarron Cutoff. The two ofthem have
ridden across the river but. before the
train can follow. Indians attack the
wagons.
Dona Mercedes and Collins at first
hide near the river but then decide
their best course of action is to ride
through the night toward New Mexico.
putting as much distance as possible
between themselves and Indians. They
fear the men with the train have all
been killed. After the usual tonnent of
the "Jomada." with thirst and sun fig-
uring prominently in the narrative.
they encounter a detachment of Mexi-
can troops, who escort them to Santa
Fe. This part of the plot has its roots
in various published accounts of ac-
tual travelers along the Trail.
Once in Santa Fe. Collins is sum-
moned by both the conspirators and
Governor Armijo, as well as Don Be-
nito, who is appalled that this Anglo
has fallen in love with his daughter.
and she with him. Duffus's depiction
of Manuel Ann Ijo borrows heavily from
Stella Drumm's edition of Susan
Shelby Magoffin's diary. Collins also
meets Dona Tules. who takes a shine
to him and helps him out of a tight
situation. Then the American anny ar-
rives. followed closely by John Peyton.
It turns out that Peyton and most of
his men escaped the Indian attack by
breaking out the cases of guns and
ammunition they were transporting.
Unfortunately at that moment the
army catches up with them and seizes
the whole shipment. The political plot
in the novel now concludes, but Pey-
ton's reappearance complicates the
love story. To expedite matters, Duffus
kills off Peyton in a brawl at a fan-
dango. where a Mexican teamster he
kicked out of the wagon train along the
Trail knifes him. The course of love
now runs true and Collins and Dona
Mercedes end their days on a ranclw
beyond Taos, high above the tumultu-
ous tide ofaffairs which overtakes New
Mexico in the coming years.
As noted. much of the structure of
the novel. as well as events. can be
traced to various sources Duffus re~~
when preparing The Santa Fe TraQ.
And while the plot incorporates plau-
sible Trail history. the details of the
novel do not. Duffus's descriptions of
Santa Fe, for example. owe more to his
earlier memories ofCalifornia Mission-
style architecture than to an under-
standing of the Santa Fe of the 18408.
Also. events and daily routines on the
Trail are pictured. but there is little
information on wagons, clothing,
freight, weather, and so forth. Even the
Indians are generic.
This lack of depth was the major
criticism of those who reviewed the
novel. Margaret Wallace. in The New
York Times. said."... 'Jornada' misses
real importance. as it does, by a fairly
wide margtn. . . ." The reviewer for
Booklist hit the nail most squarely on
the head. After first noting that, "Mr
Duffus has built his novel out ofa little
history and a good deal of imagina-
tion," he continued, "'Jornada' would
make a fine Western and suffiCiently
historical 'movie.' It has all the ingre-
dients-lost ofaction, brave and beau-
tiful characters, scenes of hair-raising
struggle, Spanish life, dances and kill-
ings. What more could be asked?"23
Perhaps this novel deserves to re-
main obscure. though it does not in
any way diminish Duffus's achieve-
ment with The Santa Fe TraQ. That
book stUl stands as a landmark in the
writing of Trail history. like Wagon
Mound or Pawnee Rock on the old
Trail. Anyone following the Trail today.
on the road or from an armchair,
should upon opening Duffus's The
Santa Fe TraU appreciate the man be-
hind the lyrical prose, a man who from
a desk in New York City could cast his
eye across the plains and back a cen-
tury to write. "The Trail ... was a living
thing. which changed and wandered
and grew. It was not names upon a
map-it was people; people travelling.
singing. swearing. sweating. fearing.
fighting. going in clouds ofdust by day.
plowing through quicksand and mud.
sitting around great fires at night.
hunters, trappers. traders. soldiers,
emigrants. of all degrees of intelli-
gence. virtue. and vice. of most races.
bound together only by a common har-
dihood and a common exposure to the
9
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vastness and desolation and beauty of
the trans-Missouri wilderness. It Is a
fabulous procession...24
DIARY OF GEORGE W. HARDESTY
Edited by Richard H. Louden
NOTES
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and adwntures they reached St. Louis. This Pey-
ton's story was written up by his grandson as The
AdventuresofMy GrendfBther, published in 1867. In
a perwrse say, the details of the "real" John Peyton's
incarceration may have furnished background for
Duffus's fictional imprisonment of Martin Co16ns, the
fictional John Peyton's adwrsary, in the Palace of
the Govemors in Santa Fe. For a 6st of published
accounts of Peyton's adwntures see entry 463 in
Jack Rittenhouse, The Santa Fe Trail, A Historical
Bibliography (Albuquerque, University of New Mex-
ico Press, 1971), 175-176.
23. New Yorlc Times, Mar. 3, 1935, 6; Booldist 31 (May
1935): 300.
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pany near Branson. Colorado. He Is a
graduate of Trinidad Junior College
and holds a degree injournalismfrom
the University of Missouri. He has
served as president of the Southern
Colorado Livestock Association and
has been a member of the nominating
committee ofthe Cowboy Hall ofFame
for Colrado. Louden is especially
interested in the routes of the Santa
Fe TraU network in Colorado and has
contributed other articles to WT. He
originally edited the Hardesty diary
for Colorado Magazine [1961J.)
WHILE the westward extension ofthe
railroads had ended most of the wagon
freighting on the Santa Fe Trail in Kan-
sas by 1878. a certain volume of traffic
continued to move up and down the·
Trail as evidenced by the diary of
George Washington Hardesty.
Hardesty was born in Germantown,
Missouri. in 1850. the son of William
Lee Hardesty (mother's name un-
known). In 1878 William gave up his
farm and orchard holdin~ in Mis-
souri. loaded his family and the neces-
sities for a new life into some mule-
drawn wagons, and headed for Colo-
rado over the Mountain Route of the
Santa Fe Trail. It Is this trip and sub-
sequent experiences in Colorado. New
Mexico. and the Indian Territory with
which the following diary Is concerned.
Portions of the diary detailing t~vels
in western Colorado in 1879 have been
omitted.
. .
On June 23. 1878. the Hardestyfam-
ily caught up with the advancing rails
of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railroad about twenty miles west of La
Junta. Colorado. where young George
promptly hired on the construction
crew. After working for a short time on
the railroad. he tried his hand at
freighting. and then investigated Colo-
rado's gold camps. In 1879. he filed on
a homestead in Long Canyon, just
across the Colorado line in New Mexico
Territory. Long Canyon Is a northern
tributary of the Dry Cimarron Canyon,
through which Hardesty hauled
freight to the Indian· Territory ranch
headquarters and began running cat-
tle and horses. He ranched there the
rest of his life.
His diary recordingbegan in McPher-
son County,· Kansas. near the center
of the state. and it is· not known
whether there was another diary de-
scribing the earlier part of the trip or
whether he merely. at this point. de-
George W. Hardesty In Colorado, 1880.
(Photo courtesy ofThe State Historical So-
ciety of Colorado, negative no. F-3944.
cided to record their journey.
The diary was a small pocket-sized
notebook in which his observations
were scribbled. often with little atten-
tion to punctuation or capitalization.
In the interest of easier reading. peri-
ods and an occasional comma have
been inserted. and sentence capitali-
zation is used. In a few instances the
spelling of an incomplete word has
been finished where its identity was
obvious. Otherwise. the text has been
reproduced just as written without at-
tempt to correct grammatical or spell-
ing errors.
THE DIARY
JUNE 1 [1878] Myrtie slept late this
morning. All were out of the tent but her.
Just after .breakfast I looked in and found
her wide awake sitting up in bed trying to
put her shoes on. There are a great many
sod houses through this region mostly cov-
ered with hay. The inhabitants burn com
stalks for fuel. The ·people are planting
sometimber. Thiswill be a beautiful country
within a quarter of a century if the inhabi-
tants do their duty in planting trees. Passed
February 1995
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through McPherson Centre in the after-
noon. Wheat perfectly splencled in Mcpher-
son co. McP is apparently a live town.
Stopped late. I went out after dark to try to
find a house'to get some water. Did not find
any so we had to do without save a little in
a canteen which was very warm.
SUNDAY June 2 Three men passed us
this morning going to Rush co. Kas from III.
I saw a Jack Rabbit for the first one I ever
saw. Stopped for the night In the edge of
Rice co.
June 3 Passed through Lyons, County
seat of Rice county and stopped at night In
the western part of the co. A great deal of
fine land in this co. Considerable sand in
the western portion. Grass good all over
this region. Some buffalo grass mixed with
common prairie grass. Saw several Jack
Rabbits today. They have a very peculiar
hop in running as if they were lame.
31 Passed through Ellinwood and Great
Bend co seat of Barton co, and Larned, all
three the livest towns I have seen lately.
Barton is a fine agricultural county.
5 Passed through Pawnee co [This entry
marked out].
4 A few miles East of Garfield two men
met us. They were In a buggy driving in a
gallop. As they passed they told us that
there was small pox in Garfield and to be
careful, which warning was scarcely neces-
sary. There was only one case however
and that rather out of town.
5 Met six wagons from Col. [Colorado]
going to Texas. They told us we would be
sorry we ever went to the mountains, that
they could not make a living there.
June 6 Met several parties from Col. All
gave a doleful account of that part of the
country. Saw three antelope today. The
first. Hart2 shot at them. He said at one
thousand yds or over. Probably 2 or3 miles.
Saw several mirages. Also the first seen.
Beautiful lakes, groves. Camped between
Ft Dodge & Dodge City. No settlement
there except in town.
June 8 Passed through Dodge City, a
right lively looking place noted for its ruffi-
ans and desperadoes that infest the place.
Men with broad brim hats and large pistols
at their sides crowded the streets. A little
distance west oftown there is a prairie dog
village extending for probably a mile along
the road. The little fellows would come out
of their dens and bark like any other dog
only in a higher key. saw a goodly number
of owls but no rattle snakes which accord-
ing to accounts are members of the firm.
June 10 Hart & Mc3 left camp early in the
morning on an antelope hunt. Did not get in
until we had stopped for the night. Killed
one which was divided among several
camps all bound for Col. Saw a very large
jack rabbit sitting in a few feet ofthe wagon.
Had just got hold of a gun when sport saw
it and gave immediate chase despite my
remonstrances. A bound and it was out of
February 1995
sight, when all sorts of evil wishes were
indulged in. Among others was one that I
would turn to a lion, turn on sport and tear
him into small fragments. Met 3 men beat-
ing their way back from Col. Gave them
something to eat at their request About
bedtime when we were getting our mules
for the night a man halloed from the river
and asked what kind of a landing we had
there and immediately headed for shore
determined to land be the landing as it
might be. It proved to be a rather elderly
man homeward bound from Col, dead
broke floating down the Ark in a small skiff
which the June rise enabled him to do.
Gave him supper, breakfast and something
to take along for dinner.
June 11 Saw a drove of probably 20 or
30 wild horses that had been caught and
hobbled. Men were riding around them
which we were told they would do 2 or 3
times a day until they were pretty well
tamed. H fell in with a man and his wife
going to Col from Joplin MO. Had a consid-
erable storm in the afternoon. Some rain
and a good deal of wind.
June 12 More wagons from Col also
more bad news. Passed through Sargeant
last station in Kansas which consisted of a
cattle ranche kept by a man by the name of
Hardesty.4 I believe he owned about 6000
cattle. He was living in the best sod house
we have yet seen covered with shingles,
doors & windows faced in a good style etc.
Crossed the line Col a little before night.
Camped in the river valley. Mosquitoes an-
noyed us very much. That is the balance of
the party. As for myself they were probably
around me but I didn't know anything about
it at the time as it generally takes something
of more importance that a few hundred
mosquitoes to disturb me when I fall to
sleep,
13 Hart went out this morning on a hunt.
Saw eight antelope. Killed none however.
Father killed a Jack Rabbit. It had the full
allowance of ears. Killed another J R in the
afternoon. Saw a man camped on the river
on his way from the Pan HandleTexas Col.
Had three wagons trailed together and
worked four horses and one yoke of cattle
to them. Camped on an irrigation ditch
which is ten miles long.
14 We concluded to layover today.
Work, hunt and let our horses rest. Hart and
I went out a few miles. Saw 3 or 4 antelope.
Killed one. Hart was riding a rather skittish
mule blind in one eye while I was on a 3
year old mule that was considered very
docile. I told Hart it was no usetotryto carry
the antelope on his mule that I had the very
one for the biz. Brought him up, laid the
game on his back and such jumping as was
then witnessed. If he did not throw the
bloody thing sky high it was at least started
in that direction and it took both of us to hold
him. We next brought up the other, shaded
her good eye, tied the antelope on the
saddle with a larriet so tight that she could
not possibly get it off unless the saddle
. came too. When 10 the mule walked off as
peaceably as could be expected under the
circumstances. Another tramp called for
dinner and got it Had a heavy rain storm at
night 3 or 4 inches of water fell.
15 Rained nearly all day and night which
was not exactly what we expected In dry
Colo. A man by the name of McMillen and
his wife who has a ranch 2 miles east of
camp came to see us today. They were
very talkative and very anxious to have
people settle in their neighborhood in order
to have a school, P. O. etc. Some large
valleys along here near1y all subject to irri-
gation.
16 Too muddy to travel so Hart & I went
out on a hunt. Stayed all day. Saw probably
25 antelope. Shot neale dozen times. Killed
none however.
17 Pulled out at noon-traveled only a
few miles and camped at dark in the edge
ofthe timber nearly at nite a half a mile from
the river. The most timber we have seen for
sometime.
18 Experienced heavy rain, hail, wind
and thunder storm in the afternoon. Let up
just in time.
The mountains were first seen on 20.
23 Started down the line of A.T. & S.F.
A. A. new extension the snow capped
mountains being in plain view on the right
of us. Considerable wind and some rain in
the afternoon. Found a railroad camp on
Tent Creek5 17 miles out where we stopped
for the night. A good spring here. Heavy
vein but some alkali in it. Some ofthe party
affected by it. Mother had a hard chill in the
morning. Pretty sick all day.
24 of June to 15 of July been working on
Rail Road too busy to keep a'diary.
To Sept 81878
Worked on R R altogether about two
months.
Stopped at Trinidad about Aug 10.
June 8 1879 Hauled hay for some time
distance 40 miles. Had to pass over the
summit of the Raton Mountains.
Father6 upset his wagon about Feb and
was so crippled in one arm that he has not
been able to work any to the present time,
June 8.
Myrtie was taken sick with diptheria in
October and after two weeks illness died.
Hauled 24000 Ibs. Some forTaylor, Doss
& Owen7 to North western Indian Territory
120 miles east ofTrinidad. Cadet Figuet an
old acquaintance from Rockville Mo helped
haul part of it. One trip down he killed 2
antelope and lone. Also killed a dozen or
two jack and cotton tailed rabbits. A beau-
tiful stock country on the route down the dry
Cimarron. 75 miles down a deep canyon
width from a few yards to 3 or 4 miles.
Located in this canyon are several large
stock owners. Notable among them are the
Hall Bros8 formerly of Texas owning I be-
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Iieve 16000 head of cattle. Dave Poole a
Mo man noted for his operations here dur-
ing the war of 61 to 5 is also located in this
canon engaged inthe cattle business. Tay-
lor, Doss & Owen have 12000 head ofcattle
besides a large number of sheep and
horses.
The first trip down Father stalled at the
crossing of the careth9 and some Mexican
and Indian buffalo hunters returning from
their annual hunt came up and could not
cross except where our wagon was
swamped. Hitched on a lot of cattle and
after unloading a portion of the load much
hallooing and breaking the wagon tongue
succeeded in getting the wagon out.
Then commenced the fun. They ~he In-
dians & Mexicans) would double team on
their wagons (or carroz they call them) then
station them selves on the opposite bank
while one of their number would bring the
wagon down and start the team upthe bank
when they would all begin to whip and
halloo, about one driver to each ox in the
team.
They had been pretty successful and
were pretty well loaded with buffalo beef
and hides. Some of the Indians had used
bow and arrows, some guns and others
lances in killing the buffalo. The spears and
arrows were tinged with blood showing that
they had done some bloody work.
On one trip as we were returning we met
42 Indian men and two squaws going down
on a buffalo hunt. They were all horseback
and were driving about a dozen loose po-
nies, pack animals along with them for the
purpose of carrying the product of the hunt
back to winter quarters. They had their
lodge poles (some 20 feet in length) fas-
tened .to the sides of the horses. The
squaws were riding with one end dragging
on the ground. They were painted and
somewhat gaudily arrayed in red blankets
etc.
As far as I have seen of southern Col and
Northern New Mexico I would judge it to be
a pretty good stock country though at times
the severe storms that some times occur
here are pretty hard on sheep. All kinds of
stock that is the grass eater family live here
during the whole year with out feed other
than that they do procure on the boundless
range grass in this region growing pretty
thick on the ground but generally very short
from 2 to 4 inches in height There are
places called vegas flat swampy places
where the grass attains sufficient hight to
make hay, and such grass makes a better
quality of hay than the prairie grass ofthe
states farther east There are some good
agricultural lands In this region especially in
the valley of the Purgatoire and other
streams, though generally lands have to be
irrigated to produce well. In some portions
however, wheat oats and potatoes are suc-
cessfully raised without irrigation.
The above named articles grow here to
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perfection are of excellent quality and large
yield.
The grass in all this region dries up in the
fall and makes a good substitute for hay
generally keeping stock in pretty fair condi-
tion all winter though snow sometimes falls
to a depth of several Inches but it soon
melts off the southern hill sides and blows
off the ground in other spots thus giving
stock a chance to live while the snow lays
on which is generally only a few days.
There is plenty of excellent timber in the
mountains pine and cedar. The water here
is generally good especially in the mountain
streams though out from the mountains it is
often strongly impregnated with alkali. The
people here (about one half are Mexicans)
generally live in adobe houses that is
houses made of sun dried brick and often
covered with dirt, though a great many are
covered with shingles and finished in good
style. Occasionally there are large build-
ings made of adobe business houses 2 or
3 stories high Church building etc. The
Mexicans where they profess religion atall
are I believe generally adherents of the
Catholic faith they speak a language pecu-
liarly their own a sort of mixture of pure
castillian and the native Indian tongue. A
great many of them are industrious though
I think the great mass of them are rather
shiftless. The women generally wear a
shawl as a covering for the head. They both
men and women are of low stature are very
dark complexioned being descendents of
Spanish and Indians.
Of game here there are antelope deer
(both black and white tailed) Turkey squirrel
ducks bear, rabbits etc. I have counted as
many as 62 antelope in one herd. There are
fish in the mountain streams tolerably
plenty oftrout I have been told.
Trinidad is situated at the mouth of the
Raton Pass and is appropriately called the
"Gate City" has about 3000 inhabitants one
railroad the A. T. & S. F. Three flouring mills
two water and one steam mill excellent,
water power here though steam power is
cheap coal being delivered here for 25 to
25 cents [sic] per ton of excellent quality.
There are veins of coal in the immediate
neighborhood from 3 to 7 feet in thickness
which are now being pretty extensively
worked furnishing coal for the Kansas mar-
ket and coke for the mining region north-
west of here. The A. T. & S. F. R. R. here
enters the Raton pass 15 miles from here
is the famous raton tunnel which is now
being made. In the mean time the cars are
run over the top of the mountain by means
of a switch back something like this [crude
diagram of switchbacks].
30 miles south of Trinidad is Otero pre-
sent terminus ofthe A. T. & S. F. R R town
three months old nearly 100 business
houses a good many saloons pretty well
patronized counted ninety three in one and
42 in another next door one night when I
had dropped in through curiosity.
In March mother was taken worse and
after about 10 days sickness died. I was
away from home during her last sickness
and death heard of her death in time to get
home to attend her funeral by travelling all
night the last night A few days after moth-
ers death Alice went to St. Louis to live with
Emma during the summer.
The remainder of Hardesty's diary
tells of the journey that he and his
father. along with their friends. the
Cadet Figuet family. took in 1879 to
have a look at the Colorado mountain
area. He eventually settled in a canyon
tributary to the Dry Cimarron where
he established a ranch astraddle the
Colorado-New Mexico border. In 1885
he married Nancy Elizabeth Schmidt.
and they had eight children. George
Hardesty died at the ranch in 1926.
and Nancy died in 1944.
NOTES
1. Hardesty seems to haw become confused with the
dates at this point, repeating the date of the 3rd, and
does not get back to proper dating until June 10th.
This is assuming the succeeding marked out entry,
·Passed through Pawnee co," dated the 5th should
be retained as it would seem to haw been normal
progrEl56.
2. Family descendants do not know who ·Hart" was but
do not think he was a member of the family.
3. The "Mc· referred to here is also an unidentified
person in the party.
4. Col. A J. (Jac~ Hardesty and a brother, Ed, estab-
fished their Half Cirde S ranch along the Colorado
border in 1871. The year alter George Hardesty
noted the fine sod house, the ranching operation was
moved to the Neutral Strip in Oldahoma, where the
little town of Hardesty, Oldahoma sprang up. It no
longer elCists.
5. This is probably a corruption of Tmpas Creek, which
was often called Temp Creek and other variations.
6. Wdtiam Lee Hardesty was a veteran of both the
MelCican and Civ~ wars. He serwd as a captain in
the MelCican Warand asa first lieutenant in the Union
Anny, oommanding Company E, First Cavalry, Mis-
souri Slate M~itia After spending a few years in
Colorado and New MelCico. he mowd to California
where he lived his remaining years.
7. This firm of Taylor, Doss & Owen was oomprised of
three prominent pioneer citizens of Trinidad. Dan
Taylor, who came to Trinidad in 1862, was one of its
leading citizens and businessmen for many years.
serving as mayor and civic leader. Sam Doss was a
cattleman from Texas who had ranching interests
near Trinidad. Thomas E. Owen was one of the
town's first medical doctors and served as its first
mayor. He estabtished a show place ranch on the
south slopes of Johnson Mesa in New Mexioo near
the south approach to Trinchera Pass. The ranching
wnture established by the Taylor, DoS6 & Owen firm
referred to here was located in the western edge of
the plllsent Oldahoma Panhandle.
8. HaD brothers, James, Nathan, and WiHiam, estab-
fished their Cross L Ranch on the Cimarron in 1870
and sold it to the Prairie Land & Cattle Co. for
$450,000 in 1881. The ranch is operating under the
Cross L brand today, and the operationsare directed
from the old original ranch house headquarters.
9. This reference to the "Careth Crossing" undoubtedly
refers to a crossing of the Cimarron near its junction
with Carrizo Creek, a couple of miles downstream
from present Kenton, Oklahoma Even today locals
sornetimes refer to Carrizo Creek as "the Careese.·
February 1995
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,RECOLLECTIONS OF JAMES FRANCIS RIlE'(, 1838-1918: PART I
•.
,
"
.
,
(James Francis Riley's reminiscences
oj Jreighting on the Santa Fe and
other traUs were privately printedJor
Jamily and Jriends in 1959 by his
grandson. John Riley James, who
wrote aJorewordJor the recollections
which were written early in the 20th
century. Roger F. James. Overland
Park. KS, a great-grandson ojJames
Francis RUey and nephew oj John
Riley James, kindly provided a copy
Jor publication in Wagon Tracks. The
recollections, induding theJoreword.
will appear as written in several
parts, with aJew typographical errors
corrected. Although his first account
oj a trip to Salt Lake City was not on
the Santa Fe TraU. it is included
because it is part oj the narrative and
because the inJormation in it. such as
the handling ojdraJt animals and the
life oj a teamster on the trail. is quite
significant. Special thanks are here-
by extended to the descendants oj
James Francis RUeyJorpermission to
reprint this document.)
FOREWORD by John Riley James
One hundred years ago this month, June
6, 1859, my grandfather, James Francis
Riley, started from Independence, Mis-
souri, for his first trip in freighting by ox and
mule trains. He remembered the date be-
cause it was his 21 st birthday. About fifty
years later on a visit to Uncle Tom Riley in
Brooklyn, New York, he was persuaded by
Uncle Tom to write an account of his trips
across the plains. I can realize that it took
considerable persuasion because several
times when I asked him about his freighting
experiences he would pass the subject off
as having little significance. After Uncle
Tom's death his widow, Aunt Blanche,
turned his Writings over to Uncle Edgar
Riley who in turn passed them to me sev-
eral years ago. Perhaps there were some
reason for this because my middle name is
"Riley" and I am the oldest living grandson
and have been a Circuit Judge in Inde-
pendence since January 1, 1943. Further-
more, the John P. James mentioned was
my paternal grandfather and he was a
nephew of Thomas James, so often men-
tioned.
The original manuscript is in longhand
written by grandfather and is under three
separate covers. There is, however, only
one title supplied by him, that concerning
the first trip, "Recollections of My Trip to
Salt Lake City in 1858, a Half Century Ago.
James Francis Riley: I had the manuscript
typed and supplied the titles for other trips
and experiences and did some para-
graphing. Otherwise, there are no changes.
We have decided to have the accounts
printed for distribution to the family and
friends who may be interested.
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James Francis Riley
My cousins andsecond cousins are scat-
tered, in New York, Maine, Canada, Cali-
fornia, Missouri and Kansas. Some of them
I have never seen. So they may have some
record of the Riley family I will attempt to
supplement to some extent the "Recollec-
tions" which end with the note of grandfa-
ther's and grandmother's marriage at
Olathe, Kansas, on September 17,1865.
The bride and groom drove by horse and
buggy to Lawrence, which was about an
all-day trip. It can now be driven by auto
over paved highways in one hour. The
Jamesfamilieswere in Lawrence preparing
for what they called in those days the Infare.
The Infare was at the home of Thomas
James and the wedding cake was baked by
my grandmother Hettie James. My father,
Andy James, a few days over one year old,
was undoubtedly in attendance. He had
recently been brought by grandmother from
Hancock County, Illinois, by steamboat
down the Mississippi to St. Louis and up the
Missouri to Kansas City.
The Rileys then went to the Thomas
James farm on 83rd Street in Mission,
Township, Johnson County, where they
lived for a short time, then moved to a farm
near Monticello, wheretheirfirst child Char-
les was born. I think the first land bought by
grandfather was eighty acres lying on the
north side of what is now known as 99th
Street and fronting to the east one-quarter
mile on Nail. He obtained title January 31,
1866, for a consideration of$640.00,$8.00
per acre. He sold the eighty acres Novem-
ber 23, 1866, for $1,400.00, which I pre-
sume he considered a nice profit in such a
short time. I think he did not live on that
farm. I bought the "back" forty acres of it in
1949 and sold it in June, 1955 for $38,000
to a company engaged in subdivision and
house-building. So times have changed.
In 1B6B grandfather purchased 200
acres from Ko-Ia-qua-pea-se and Cha-ke-
la-tha-se, heirs of Polly Greyfeather,
Shawnee Indians. He soon sold eighty
acres of the tract, retaining 120 acres run-
ning three-quarter ofa mile north and south
on the west side of what was then known
as Aubrey Road, one of the main roads
from Kansas City to points south and west.
The house, still standing, is between 103rd
and 110th Streets on U. S. Highway 69,
also known as Metcalf Avenue. On that
farm eight of the Riley children were born.
In those times babies were not born in
hospitals. Grandfather sold the farm in
1901 and they moved to Baldwin, Kansas,
where grandfather died in 1918 at the age
of 80 and grandmother in 1929 nearly 88.
Grandfather also owned two other farms,
but the dates I do not have.
There were nine Riley children. Their
names, and those of their respective
spouses, in order of their birth:
Charles A. .. Kate Oshel
Minnie E Andy J. James
Thomas James Blanche Mills
Edgar Francis Louise Sawyer
Elmer A (Never married)
Alberta Ralph C. Coppock
Myrtle Joseph Baker
(The latter two were twins)
Margaret Ann (Madge) ...Thomas
James Coppock
Ivy WIlUams ......... Henry H. Farrar .
All are now decreased except my mother
[Minnie], who was 91 years old July 1,
1959, and Henry H. Farrar, residing in
MarySVille, Kansas, now 76 years old.
There were no deaths until UncleElmer's
death in 1917 at the age of 41, fifty-two
years after the marriage of grandfather and
grandmother. There were no divorces and
no second marriages. Their 50th wedding
anniversary was celebrated in Baldwin and
at our farm on 103rd Street. The children
were widely scattered at that time in several
states and in Canada.
The Riley family were very devout Meth-
odists. Sunday School and church were of
the greatest importance. Grace was said at
every meal and after the evening meal each
in turn read from the Bible, and all, kneeling
at their chairs, offered a prayer. This was
the practice on the farm and later in the
home at Baldwin. Grandmother, who was
a teacher in the public schools prior to her
marriage, taught a large class of women at
the Methodist church in Baldwin almost to
the time of her death. She would propound
questions for members of the class to an-
swer, and during the week give each her
question over the telephone to be an-
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swered the next Sunday. Thus the class
had the benefit not only of grandmother's
lecture but also discussions of the ques-
tions assigned.
Six of the Riley children attended Baker
University at Baldwin. Charles, the oldest,
did not go to college. He was a farmer in
Kansas and Canada. My mother and Aunt
Madge did not attend college but took
courses in music and both taught music to
private pupils. Alberta and Myrtle married
before completion of their college work.
Thomas, Edgar, Elmer, and Ivy received
degree of A.B., and I believe the men re-
ceived A.M. degrees. All of the men were
awarded fellowships to the University of
Chicago by reason of scholastic attain-
ments and each received a Ph. D. degree.
All became professors in various universi-
ties. Uncle Elmer at the time of his death
was in Chicago preparing lectures for the
De LaSalle extension course from the Uni-
versity, as he had been doing for several
years in the summers. Uncle Tom at the
time of his death and many years prior
thereto was executive secretary of the
Brooklyn, N. Y., Bureau of Charities and
wrote books on sociology. Uncle Edgar had
retired as Director ofthe Teacher's Co!lege
of Wisconsin at Platteville where he taught
psychology.
Perhaps the readers of this foreword may
have deduced from what I have said above
that the Riley and James families intermar-
ried to some extent. First it was my father
and mother [Andy James and Minnie Riley],
then Madge and Thomas James Coppock,
then Alberta and Ralph C. Coppock. Tho-
mas James was the father of Mary Jane
Coppock, wife of Henry Coppock, and
therefore the grandfather of Ralph andTho-
mas Coppock, named for him as was Uncle
Tom Riley. The Coppock children and
grandchildren are therefore my first and·
second cousins on the Riley side and dis-
tant cousins on the James side.
Preparatory to writing this foreword I
have secured dates and data from tomb-
stones, old Johnson County atlases, public
records in Olathe andTopeka, and from my
sister, Elizabeth James, who takes great
interest in genealogies. She has delved into
those of the Williams' (grandmother Riley's
family), James', and Riley families, and has
written papers on some of them.
Now I shall attempt to give some per-
sonal recollections and some biographical
facts representing the three principal char-
acters ofthe "Recollections. "I was 26 years
old when Grandfather Riley died and had
lived in his home at Baldwin while attending
the Baker University Academy during the
school terms of 1906-07 and 1907-08. I
lived at Grandfather James' home one
school year when in grade school, and was
with him many times until his death in 1922
when I was 30 years old. UncleTom James
died when I was only 10 years old. I have
a distinct recollection of seeing him three
..
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times, once when my father and I met and
talked to him at 83rd (then known as James
Road) and Mission Road, once at our
home, and once at the Riley home.
Grandfather Riley was born in Muskin-
gum County, Ohio, June 6, 1838. His fa-
ther, James Riley, Jr., died in 1844 at the
age of 29 when grandfather was six years
old. He then went to live with his grandfa-
ther, named James Riley. He went to work
with Uncle Tom James at the age of six-
teen. Hedrove a team and wagon for Uncle
Tom from Zanesville, Muskingum County,
Ohio, in 1857. According to my atlas it is
718 miles from Zanesville to Kansas City;
therefore, he had some experience in
cross-country driving prior to starting
across the plainsiri 1859.1 do not know how
many wagons were in the trip from Ohio,
nor whether Tom James was on the trip.
In 1901 at the age of 63 grandfather quit
farming and moved to Baldwin, Kansas,
where he lived until his death. Hewas a tall,
slender man whom I would not call hand-
some, but he had a remarkable appear-
ance and bearing for a man who had done
so much hard work. At the time of his death
he was not all stooped but stood very
erectly. He had a certain kind of dignity, I
might say, that commanded the respect of
all who knew him. Everyone addressed him
and referred to him as "Mr. Riley,' including
my father, except a few of the older ones of
the James family called him "Frank.' No
doubt he was in the company of many
rough characters in the freighting and bor-
der days, but such association did not affect
him. No profanity or VUlgarity came from his
lips. He had very little formal education, but
my mother tells me he was sufficiently 'self-
taughr to be able to help his children with
their school lessons. Certainly the lan-
guage used by him in his Recollections
indicatesa considerable command and use
of English. Grandfather died at age 80. He
had been working in his yard, felt tired, and
came into the house to his easy chair, and
with two gasps passed away. He is buried
in the cemetery at Baldwin, Kansas.
Thomas James was born in Muskingum
County, Ohio, inthe year 1828. Hewasthe
son of Evan James, who was born in Mary-
land and emigrated to Ohio. He was mar-
ried to Barbara Ann Barrow in 1847 and
came to Cass County, Missouri, in 1857
and moved to Kansas City a year later. He
acquired an eighty-acre farm on 83rd Street
in 1859. He had fIVe children, Mary Jane
Coppock, Charles w., Thomas W., Ida Bell
Ackerman, and Howard, who died at the
age of ten. The other children are all now
deceased. Mrs. Ackerman, the youngest,
died September 1, 1949. It may be gleaned
from reading Grandfather Riley's Recollec-
tions that Thomas James was a very active
man. He built a large brick house on 83rd
Street which I remember very well, along
with other outbuildings such as a rather
unusually fine barn and a stone icehouse.
Grandfather Riley as he recounts hauled
brick and other materials used in the con-
struction of that house. He tells of hauling
the brick from the military crossing on In-
dian Creek. Uncle Tom had a man from
Ohio to mine the clay and operate the brick
kiln. Its location was just across Indian
Creek south of what is now the property of
the Saddle and Sirloin Club on Mission
Road. At the time of his death Uncle Tom
owned only the eighty acre original farm
and a tract of land at 47th and Hudson
Road. He had owned a number oftracts of
land, including eighty acres adjoining the
original eighty on the east. In addition to his
freighting operations as told byGrandfather
Riley he had cattle ranches in New Mexico
and Arizona, and engaged in silver mining
in Colorado, and he founded one of the first
livestock commission companies at the
Kansas City Stock Yards. A number of
these ventures were not profitable. He
served a term in the Kansas LegiSlature.
Records at Topeka designate his political
party of "Liberal.' Certainly he could not
have been a liberal as we now understand
the term. I suspect that party designation
was because he was a free state Democrat.
Thomas James was a very handsome man,
with an engaging personality, always well-
groomed and driving the best horses and
rigs obtainable. He certainly had none of
the characteristics we would expect in a
frontiersman.
Grandfather John P. James was also
born in Muskingum County, Ohio, in the
year 1841. His parents emigrated to Han-
cock County, Illinois in 1852, where he lived
until coming to Kansas City to engage in the
freighting business with Uncle Tom Jam.es
in either 1863 and 1864. For atime he lived
in Lawrence because of the border warfare
trouble. He had volunteered for service in
the Union Army before his marriage and
before leaving Illinois, but had been re-
jected because of defective eyesight In
addition to the freighting business, he and
Uncle Tom James bought several tracts of
land in Johnson County. It seems that they
thought no more of buying a tract of land
than they would of buying a drove of cattle.
I recall once when I was a rather small boy
Grandfather took me in his buggy and
showed me several tracts of land they had
owned. I asked him why they didn't keep
more ofthe land, and his reply was that the
panic of 1873 came along and a dollar got
to be bigger than a wagon wheel. His home
farm consisted of 220 acres fronting one-
half mile on the east side of Mission Road
and about one mile on the north side of
103rd Street running east almost to the
Missouri-Kansas state line. 0'; that farm he
built a home in 1867. That is where he died
in 1922, although he had lived in another
house which he built toward the east side
of the farm which he sold in 1917. Most of
that land has been subdivided as a part of
Leawood, and many fine residences have
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been built on it. The Thomas James land
has also been subdivided and many fine
residences are also being located on it
Grandfather James retired from active
business when rather a young man, of
which my grandmother James did not ap-
prove. She said to me on more than one .
occasion that John should not have relired
because he was a good businessman. I do
know that he spent considerable time at the
Stock Yards even after his retirement, and
he always kept up with the livestock mar-
kets. With the possible exception of my
father, he was the best judge ofthe weights
and values of livestock I ever have known,
and it has been my privilege to know sev-
eral. Like Uncle Tom James, he did not
have the appearance of a bull whacker or
a farmer. Some of their neighbors referred
to both of them rather contemptuously as
. "white collar" or "kid glove" farmers. Such
designation wasn't entirely unfounded be-
cause I never knew of either one of them
working in the fields. They depended upon
their hired hands to do such work, and used
their time in supervision and in buying and
selling livestock. It was always difficult for
me to gel him to discuss the early days,
usually passing them off as of no conse-
quence.1 do recall-once when he said, "You
think New Mexico is a hot state, but I froze
to death down there." I said, "You look like
a pretty healthy man for one who was fro-
zen to death," to which he said, "Well, I had
that kind of a feeling when I was riding my
horse with the wagon train which they say
people have when they are freezing to
death." He had been with Mr. Hearst, who
married his cousin, Laura James, in buying
Texas cattle at Abilene and Dodge City. He
said to me: "You have read aboUt buying
cattle by the acre in those places. We didn't
do that, but many times we didn't count the
ca~lIe because we could tell pretty closely
how many cattle a man had in the drove by
just looking at them. Anyway, they didn't
cost very much per head." Grandfather and
Grandmother James had two children, my
father, Andy J. James, who died in 1930,
and Willard, who died in 1928. My father
was the older by exactly five years.
One of the most amazing things to me in
reviewing these early days is how so much
ground could be covered with oxen and
horses, and how people kept in communi-
cation with one another. We do know that
there were a great number of post offices
scattered throughout the country and that
there were telegraph stations. There were
no railroads in Kansas City In the times
covered by these Recollections and, of
course,no telephones or radios, and no
mail delivery service. In some way or an-
other, perhaps many times by special mes-
,enger, p-1Np!e were kept informed, A31ilte
as 1900 I recall standing on Grandfather
James' front lawn and seeing the light from
the burning of Convention Hall in Kansas
City. Just how we knew it was Convention
February 1995
Hall I do not know, but perhaps some neigh-
bor came along and told us. Even then we
had no telephones and no mail service. As
a contrast in means of transportation,
Grandfather Riley left Independence June
6th, 1859, and arrived on his return October
28th, 1859, having traveled by ox and mule
great wagons and from Nebraska City to
Kansas City on the steamboat. As nearly
as I can determine, he was in Salt lake City
about one week. Yesterday, my mother,
took her first airplane trip, from Municipal
Airport in Kansas City to Salt Lake City. The
schedule was two hours from Kansas City
to Denver with one-half hour layover for
change of planes, and then two hours to
Salt Lake City, where she wired me of her
safe arrival.
"Time marches on"-flies on.
RECOLLECTIONS OF MY TRIP TO
SALT LAKE CITY IN 1859, A HALF
CENTURY AGO, by James Francis
Riley
On Easter Sunday in the year 18591 with
several other young men left our homes in
Cass County, Missouri with a man by the
name ofThomas Sublett for Independence, .
Missouri, where we were to meet the rest
of our company that composed our train
crew for a trip to Salt Lake City. Our place
of rendezvous was out on Little Blue a few
miles south of Independence.
In a few days after we got into camp,
which was in an old vacant house, we
received our cattle; or In other words our
oxen. For, you must know that we were to
make the trip with ox teams.
Our train was owned by Messrs. Hoard
and Dixon of Independence. Mr. Dixon was
to be our main boss with Tom Sublett-as
assistant boss. Our crew numbered thirty-
six men, very near all young men; possibly
five of six married men. You may be sure
after a few days to get acquainted we had
a fine time.
In eight or ten days we received our cattle
which had been purchased in southwest
Missouri. Now, our work commenced. We
had to build a corral and branding stall and
brand our three hundred and fifty head of
cattle. (I say cattle for a great many of them
had never been broke to work and, of
course, they were not oxen until they were
broke to work.) After our work was done
and we rested a few days (it would be well
to note the fact that our boss was not in
much of a hurry at this time from the fact
that the grass was a little backward this
spring and we had to depend on it for our
cattle) we made the start for Atchison, Kan-
sas, where we were to receive our wagons
and freight. Our wagons were the old Peler
Schuttlerstwohorsewagons.Ourtrainwas
milQe Up gf thirty te{l,ffi§ of five ygke ofoxen
to each team and two wagons. Perhaps I
had better tell you how we managed to use
two wagons to each team. This was the firSt
time that 1ever heard of the trailer. All we
had to do was to S8!N off about one-half of
the trailer wagon tongue and then couple
this wagon to the first one by coupling the
end of this short tongue to the center of the
hind axle of the front wagon.
We arriVed at Atchison in duetime, found
our wagons and freight all there. So, after
locating our camp about six miles west of
the town we were ready to commence busi-
ness. The first thing to do was to set up the
wagons which were shipped there on
steamboats. The wagons were In what they
now call the knocked down state. So you
see it took several days to set them up
ready for loading with freight. About one-
half of the train was loaded with Govern-
ment supplies for soldiers stationed at Salt
Lake City and Provo. The other half of the
train was loaded with individual freight
which belonged to the owners of the train,
Messrs. Hoard and Dixon, which was sold
in Salt Lake City. We began loading our
wagons the last daysof May. the exact date
I do not remember, perhaps about the 28th,
for I am pretty sure our day to start was the
6th of June. The reason I remember this
date it was my birthday and I was twenty-
one years old.
During the time of loading there was
nothing of interest to note except that it was
a week of very hard work. We loaded ten
or twelve wagons a day and took them out
to camp and so we continued until all were
loaded. So, on the morning of the day
before we were to start, Mr. Dixon rode out
from town to look over the situation. After
inspecting everything pretty close he said
to us fellows, ·Well boys, I am very well
pleased with you all. So far you have done
well. After dinner wewill take the first lesson
in yoking up the steers." Now, you must
know we had worked only the well broken
oxen and in the new teams we would have
about two pal rs ofwild steers to each team.
Our corral was formed in the shape of an
egg with an opening at each end, the rear
end gap about twice the length of the front
gap. Our sixty wagons corralled this way
would enclose space enough to hold all of
the cattle. The outside hind wheel ofthetrail
wagon was chained to the inside front
wheel ofthe second and so on around each
half circle.
After dinner was over the cattle were
brought in and put into the corral forthe first
time. Of course, some of them were badly
frightened, and so were several ofthe boys.
Of course, we were all boys then. Some
had never seen an ox yoked up in their
lives, and so felt very timid about going in
there among so many long homed cattle.
They all had horns; that was before the
days of dehorning was thought of.
After all things were ready, Mr. Dixon,
who Wft3 ftt the front gap, CQlled OYr inen-
tion and said, "Boys, I See that some of you
are not up to this kind of work. Now let me
give you a little advice. In the first place be
quiet; the least noise or excitement the
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better. Each man will first take his wheel
yoke, take out one bow, put the yoke on
your shoulder and bow in right hand. Now,
go through and select a good pair of broken
oxen for wheelers or tongue cattle. You can
tell by looking at their horns if they have
ever been worked much. Their horns will be
all pecked up by coming contact with the
staple in the yoke and by the marks on the
hom you can tell which side they belong on
and you may be able to find their old mate.
By close observation you will see that old
mates are usually close together. Now,
when you get your wheelers yoked up take
them out and put them on the tongue of
your wagon (which I suppose Sublett has
assigned you before this time). Now, the
next thing is to select a good pair of leaders.
You will want leaders well broken, not too
large, but quick and lively. When you have
yoked them to your wagon and chain them
to the hind wheel. Always use your heavy
chain for that purpose so that when you get
your team all yoked up then you take the
chain off and hook it to the staple in your
last yoke or what we call pointers. After you
secure your leaders then you will have to
take a yoke or two of unbroken cattle; you
may have to help each other some with
these wild steers. As soon as you get a
steer yoked take him to your wagon and
chain it fast to your others so that when you
get your team yoked up you will have them
all together.
Now, boys I think we are ready for busi-
ness, but, let me warn you again to keep
still and quiet. I will not allow much noise or
punching cattle with the bow.· Now, you will
let your imagination picture to you the
scene in that corral for the next three hours.
Of course, the men that were accustomed
to working oxen had their teams yoked up
and chained to their wagons while the oth-
ers had hardly started. Some did not seem
to know an old steer from a young one or
did not know how to match them upfor size,
color, or age, and some of them had all old
steers yoked up. While others, especially
older hands at that business, took all young
cattle except their leaders and wheelers.
Well, after the first ones were through
with their own teams they took hold and
helped the others until all were done and
had their teams chained to their wagons.
The extra cattle (for we had about fifty head
of them) were turned out of the corral, and
then came the time for inspection of the
teams by the boss, Mr. Dixon. He looked
over; some he pronounced good and some
better and some not good enough. So, by
changing some ofthe steers from the better
teams for some steers from the poorer
. teams he got them evened up pretty well.
"Now, boys," he said "you have done
pretty well but I see some of you are not
experts at this business. There is room for
improvement which I know you will be glad
to make for your own benefit as well as
mine. Be mindful of the instructions I gave
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you, so we will not do much more today but
tomorrow we will hook on and make our
start. You may now unyoke all of your old
gentle cattle as quietly as you can begin-
ning at the last yoke you hooked up. You
may leave all the wild cattle yoked up for
tonight so can get an early start tomorrow.
But before you unyoke, take a good look at
your team so that you will be able to know
them next time. As you take off your yokes
set each one against your front gap so they
will be ready. Your chains you can put there
too, each chain in its proper place as it
belongs in yourteam. You will soon find that
to have everything in its proper place will
save you lots of time. Frequently by you
saving one minute of your time means to
me the saving of one-half hour, so you see
how important it is to save time. You will be
able to see these things more clearly after
a while.
Now, you may unyoke. See that your ox
keys are all right on the wild steers that you
have yoked up." So, in a very short time we
had the cattle all out on the grass. It was
really funny to see the capers of some of
the wild steers. Some would try to run,
bellow, some twist around and give their
yokes a turn around their necks and then
cut all kinds of monkey shines until they
would tire themselves out
The herders had a hard time that night
keeping these wild cattle together. But, af-
ter the night came the morning and after
breakfast came the tug of war. All things
being ready the cattle were brought in. By
this time the wild steers had become quite
docile. Once in a· while some steer would
give a bellow and maybe try to jump over
his mate, but he soon found out that it was
best to keep quiet and so he did. Well, I will
not stop to tell you all the funny things that
happened that moming. If I should I am
afraid we would not get started for another
day.
Well, by noon all were hooked up and
ready to go. Before this the boss had se-
lected an old driver for the lead wagon on
each wing and gave each a gentle team so
they could lead the train. Each took his tum
to lead; one one day and the other the next,
so that everyone knew his time and place
to go and to corral. .
Mr. Dixon now told usthatthe main thing
to do today is to keep in the road and ifwe
could not drive our teams and keep them in
the road we would have to herd them in and
that it might be necessary to run around
yourwagon and herd them infromthat side.
"Now, Sublett, you may start out that left
wing as it is nearest the road and you extra
men can help start each team and leader
when you get far enough to give us room
you stop until all are started." So leader
number one goes to his lead steers and
says, "Gee bulleys" and starts them on a
little swing to get his team straight. He
walks back along his team and starts each
yoke, then he tums to his leaders and pops
his big bull whip over the off steer and says,
"Come here haw buck", and swings them
towards the road. As soon as he is started
the next swings his team in behind the front
wagon and he pulls out. And so on until all
are on the move. I think it took us over an
hour to get all strung out that first day. I must
not stop here to tell you all that happened
that first drive.
We made about six miles that aftemoon
and Mr. Dixon said we did exceedingly well.
Our corral that day was not as perfect as
our first one. We had to herd our teams in
the best we could so Mr. Dixon gave orders
not to unyoke the wild steers yet for fear we
could not keep them in the corral long
enough to get them yoked up next morning.
As soon as the cattle were out every fellow
wanted to help get supper for we had had
no dinner and we were all as hungry as
wolves. 't was a hard day for most of us and
some of us began to think we had better
stayed at home. But, our old boss Mr. Dixon
was a jolly old fellow and would laugh at our
mistakes and awkwardness and say, "Don't
get discouraged bOYS, you will soon leam
to do this work easy and in a few days your
cattle will be gentle to handle and then it will
be just fun."
Our crew was divided into four messes
and there was one head cook and an as-
sistant for each mess. They were to do the
cooking and would be exempt from all
guard duty and also from getting wood and
water. The men of each mess composed of
one guard which took charge of the caUle
for twenty-four hours each. They could ar-
range that matter to suit themselves just so
long as they took good care of them. Their
duty was to see that the cattle were on good
grass and that they had plenty of water and
to see that none of them were lost and to
bring them in to the corral at the proper
time. Perhaps I had better tell you here(us-
ing the common bull whacker's language)
what our grub consisted of. The first on the
list was black coffee with sugar, next slap"
jacks or flat cake. Our only meat was called
sow belly that was usually fried and the
grease saved up to sop our bread in or
make gravy or for shortening. These were
the mainstays. Occasionally the boss
would give us some kind of dried fruit or
pickle. This was to keep us from getting the
scurvy, and once in a while he would have
us cook a big kettle of greens, that also was
used to keep off the scurvy.
After we got out to where wild game was
plentiful we fared much better. We could
get plenty of prairie chicken and antelope.
That year buffalo was scarce on our route.
We did not get any until we were above Ft.
Keamey on the Platte River. Of course, we
had most of the necessary seasonings to
go with those things to make them palat-
able and best of all we had good strong
appetites.
Well, the next morning we were all astir
early to see what had happened on our first
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night To our great surprise the boss came
in from the herd and reported that every-
thing was o. k. out there and that we could
get breakfast before we hooked up, for
when we got started this time we would
have to make about fifteen miles to the next
camp and it might take us all day. Well, we
all liked that command so all helped and we
soon had grub ready (that is what we called
if"grub'.
Well, after all had fared sumptuously the
kits were packed in the mess boxes that
hung at the hind end of each wagon and all
viere again ready for business. Sothe cattle
were brought in. Several yokes of the wild
steers had turned tails in the night and now
their yokes were under their necks instead
of on top. So the next thing to do was for
four men to take hold, two at the heads and
two at the tails, and tum the yokes back on
top of the neck again. The way to do this is
for the men at the heads to turn the head in
over the yoke while the men at the tails
swing that end of the steer around out-
wardly and in that way the yoke will be
brought up on top ofthe neck again and the
steers will be on the opposite sides from
what they were.
After all were straightened out the old
boss said, "Well boys, if you have to tum
any of your wild steers out again with the
yokes on you had better tie the bush oftheir
tails together and then they can't tum the
yoke."
After an hour or so all was ready to move
out again. This day we still had a good deal
of herding to do to keep in the road but not
much as the day before. As long as there
were no bad places in the road or creeks or
ravines to cross we could get along pretty
well. To be sure we had about three extra
men and two bosses but they could not be
everywhere that they were needed in those
first days for they were made up of all work
and no play for anyone while we were
moving on the road. One of the extra men
had to look after and bring along the extra
steers or cavyard as we called the loose
cattle.
Well, we at last got through the day's
drive and struck camp near a small creek
where there was plenty of wood, water and
grass. I cannot give you the names of any
of these camps or creeks. Perhaps at that
time many of them had not been named
and many of their names I have forgotten.
We were now on what was called the Cali-
fornia trail leading out from Leavenworth
and Atchison. Our old boss Mr. Dixon had
gone over this trail a number of times and
was very familiar with it and knew where all
the good camping grounds were. After our
corral was made Mr. Dixon said, "Boys, I
believe you had better unyoke all your
steers tonight. I see they are coming
around all right and the sooner you get to
yoking your wild steers the better it will be
for you and them too. Now, let your team
stand out straight and then slip the yokes
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off of the wild steers. Be as easy as you
can, let the yoke down and let the steers
stand still if they will. Leave your leaders
until you get all others in the swing loose
then let your leaders out. Now let them go
out of their own accord and ten chances to
one you will have no further trouble with
them."
Well, all hands went to work and it was
really surprising to see how well they all got
along. Not more than three or four that had
trouble and the extra men were right there
to help so that inside of half an hour the
cattle were all unyoked and off for water.
Not very many steers left their places until
the leaders were let loose and then all
moved out quietly. Of course, they were all
very tired and glad to stand still until they
were driven out. Our wheel cattle were old
well broken oxen and so were most of the
leaders. Only a few of the men had crossed
the plains before, so we all had to learn how
to manage our own team to the best advan-
tage.
Mr. Dixon was very good and kind and
always ready to give advice to any of the
boys that would ask him and they soon
leamed to go to him for advice. He would
ride along by your team and tell you how to
match up your steers to improve your team
and sometimes he would suggest that you
trade some steer'for some certain steer in
some other team and so after a short time
they had teams that evened up better and
travelled together better and so made it
better for all hands. He understood his busi-
ness, knew how to handle his men to get
the best out ofthem, yet hewas always kind
and considerate and his men soon learned
to love him and would do all they could to
please him. He had his rules to go by and
in some respects they were ironclad and
must be obeyed. No fighting or quarreling,
playing cards, or getting drunk would be .
tolerated. He gave us a good lecture telling
us why these things could not be allowed.
It was all very reasonable and plain and we
could see at once that it was right, and
would be for our own good as well as his.
So after talking these things over among
ourselves, we decided that he could be our
best friend on this trip and that we would
play fair with him.
We had begun to find out we did not like
our under boss very well, so we had more
love for the old boss. After a good night's
sleep for most of us and breakfast was over
the cattle were brought in and we all got
busy hunting out our own steers and it
proved to be a hard job for someto do. After
some time and a good deal of worry we all
got ready. Some of the old hands had put
some private mark on their steers so they
got along very well. Of course, quite a
number of steers had to be roped or las-
soed in order to yoke them up again. Now
all being ready we broke camp again.
We had some hard work that day, some
bad roads, but upon the whole our boss
said we all had got along fine. He seemed
to take every opportunity he had to tell us
wherein we did well and to point out to us
where we could do better.
During that day most of the drivers put
some private mark somewhere on his
steers so that he could recognize them.
Well, it worked very well with most ofthem
but some would go allover the corral look-
ing for their mark instead of their steer.
Well, I must not stop here to tell you of
all the little things that took place each day
as they came and went for after the first
week or so nearly every day's work was
very much like the preceding one and the
country over which we travelled was unset-
tled save for the first hundred ofmiles or so.
After that the only places of abode for man
was where the Overland Mail contractors
had established a station where they kept
a change ofponies or mules. Some ofthese
stations were a good many miles apart.
About the sixth day we came to the Big
Blue River at Marysville. There we had
some hard work; the crossing was bad, and
our men and cattle inexperienced in such
places, so it made it all the more hard, but
after a full half day's work our wagons were
all across and corralled in the other side.
This is the first town of any note that we
have passed through. Ourtrainwasthefirst
they had ever seen of double wagons and
of course nearly every one in town had to
come to our camp to see the new kind of
prairie schooners. You must not get a
wrong impression here for when I tell you
that perhaps there were not fifty persons in
the city at that time, it will not be so won-
derful.
After spending the night there we left
pretty early the next morning (did not get
breakfast here.) We broke camp and took
to the high rolling prairie between the Big
and Uttle Blue Rivers. We drove on until
about ten o'clock and then stopped for
breakfast. Now, this was a new experience
to us and you will not wonder when I say
that we were as hungry as a pack ofwolves.
This was only bringing us around to the
regular routine for after this we seldom had
breakfast until after we made one drive. By
this time we were nearly all experts at
getting our teams and in less than two
weeks we could be ready in twenty or
twenty-five minutes afterthe cattle were put
in the corral, and that our boss said was
good enough.
We usually made two drives in each day
and would make twenty or twenty-five miles
per day when the weather and roads was
good. Under adverse conditions we would
make less. We are now crossing the divide
between the two Blue Rivers. Our course
Is west of northwest. We struck Uttle Blue
not far from where Spencer is now. Our trail
led us along near Uttle Blue for something
near a hundred miles. By this time every-
thing was working like clock work and we
were getting along fine. Of course, we had
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two or three soreheads as we called them;
they were always finding fault about some-
thing; you know that some people seem to
be born that way. If they had nothing else
to fuss about they would grumble because
the nights were too short when they were
off guard and too long when they were on.
But such are to be met up with in all walks
of life.
In going up this little river I noticed two or
three places where someone had built little
shanties and I suppose hadtaken up claims
sometime before that But the only persons
we saw were at a stage station or traveling
on the road. From near the head of Little
Bluewetumed our course moretothe north
so that we could strike the Platte River at
the nearest point. The only water on this
dividewas about half-way across. The boss
told us to take plenty of water in our kegs,
(each mess was provided with one five
gallon and one ten gallon keg in which to
carry water). We made a night drive from
the river and then a morning drive in order
to make our watering place which was
called "Hole in the Prairie," a small lake
covering perhaps an acre of ground. For a
few days we had known that there was a
large herd of cattle a couple days ahead of
us when we got to this place we found this
little lake a perfect mud hole. The waterwas
almost thick so our cattle would hardly taste
it and our supply of water was nearly all
gone so we tried to make some coffee with
this lake water. You could hardly tell by the
taste whether it was made of coffee or mud.
No one had very good appetites that day.
Our cattle were inclined to be restless
and the boys somewhat out of humor, tak-
ing it all together it was not a very pleasant
day for us. We would have to make I think
about fifteen miles to the Platte River for the
next water, so about the middle of the af-
ternoon we hooked up and pulled for the
river. We travelled that night until ten or
eleven o'clock and still no river. Finally the
train was corralled. Mr. Dixon gave orders
to the guard to turn the cattle to the north of
camp and follow them and they would find
the water and so they did, but the herders
found it about two miles off. Now the men
were all nearly famished for water. Mr.
Dixon said, "Boys it is about three miles
down the road to the river. Some ofyou had
better take the mules and my horse and
take a couple of fIVe gallon kegs and all the
canteens that you can carry and go after
water: Of course, all wanted to go. Well, to
some of us that stayed at camp it seemed
like an age almost for them to get back.
Some were very thirsty and they imagined
they could not stand it until the water came.
Some thought maybe some Indians had
gotten them, others thought they had got-
ten lost. Others said, "Oh, they have got
down there and gotten all the water they
want and have forgotten us: Others said,
"If I had known this I would have kept my
canteen full to drink now when I am so
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thirsty." Presently someone said, "Listen, I
hear them coming" and sure enough here
they were. We could hardly wait to get our
own canteen to drink from. Those that had
not sent canteens had to draw from kegs.
But after all we could not drink half as much
as we thought we could. Mr. Dixon said,
"Boys, half of your thirst was imagination"
and so we concluded maybe that was about
so. In a very short time after all had satisfied
their thirst they began to roll up in their
blankets and lay down under their wagons
to sleep. Morning was not long coming and
with it the order to get breakfast before we
left here. We had enough water left over to
make coffee. All ate a hearty breakfast and
forgot all about the hard night we had had.
Now our road lay along the river on the
south side. Our next place of note was old
Ft. Kearney. It was a small Government
post of about two companies of soldiers.
Near the fort along the trail lived a few
families that were engaged in gardening.
They sold their produce at the fort and to
travelers on the trail. There we got our first
vegetables and milk. They all came high
and only a few of the men had money to
buy with.
Our trail up this river was very good. Very
few creeks or ravines to cross and our oxen
had gotten so well broken to the road that
you could hardly get them out of it except
when we would tum out to corral and then
they seemed to know just about what to do.
The only trouble was to keep them from
rushing in too fast.
On Plum Creek, some distance from Ft.
Kearney we got our first buffalo meat. The
boss bought it of some hunters. The buffalo
was very scarce yet they had not got that
far north yet, as they work north in the early
season and then south in the late fall. We
frequently had antelope and deer meat. In
traveling up this river there is such a same-
ness from day to day that to describe one
day's travel you describe all the others. So
we roll on from day to day until we come to
the place where we had to cross the South
Platte River for we had gotten considerable
above the fork of the North and South Plat-
tes. Our crossing was near where Ogallala
now is. Here we came in contact with our
first Indians, except that we had seen small
bands traveling on the road and a few at Ft.
Keamey. Here were some three thousand
in two villages stretching up the river above
the crossing on both sides. They were very
peaceful and so far as we could see they
were all right
We saw a great many things about and
in their tents that were very interesting to
us. Our boss told us to keep everything hid
away out of sight for they would steal eve-
rything they could carry away, for that said
he is one part of the Indian's nature, but to
treat them well and we would have no
trouble with them.
That aftemoon was put in sounding the
crossing and getting our bearings for re-
member this river is full of sand and ever
shifting about. It was necessary to examine
well and see that there was no deep chan-
nels that would let the water come up into
the wagon beds. It was found that for fifty
or sixty feet the water would come almost
up to the wagon beds. So, the only thing for
us to do was to put on plenty of cattle so
they could walk along without having to
stop in the river, for should the wagon stop
a few minutes it would settle down in the
sand so it would be almost impossible to
pull it out. The main thing to do was to put
on enough cattle to walk steady along. So,
Mr. Dixon, decided to put on sixteen yoke
of our best cattle to the team and rig up two
such teams and put four drivers and one
box to each team. We had quite a number
of wagons that were loaded with barrels
and kegs. These were selected to try first
so as to ascertain if the water would come
into the beds. The bed of the river at this
place was nearly one-fourth of a mile wide.
The teams were rigged up and driven
down, across and back without a wagon to
see how they would do. After this trial the
boss said, "All right boys we can make it all
right but remember do not let your teams
stop in the water. "Thefirst two drivers keep
well to the front so as to keep the course
and not let your team swing down the
streams as they will naturally try to do. I will
ride a little ahead and you try to follow me."
Well, all was ready now to make the trial
trip. Of course, all hands had to wade in the
water but that was only fun, at least we
thought so at first, but after making a few
trips it didn't seem so funny. The trial trip
was made without a bobble so declared the
old boss. On this trip several extra men
followed along by the wagons so as to be
ready to help in case they were needed.
The drivers were changed quite often so as
not to be too hard on any of them.
The first day one-half the train was taken
over and corralled on the north side. Now,
our crew was divided one-half for each
side. All this time we had to keep a guard
at the wagons to watch the Indians. The
second day by the middle of the afternoon
we had our wagons allover and corralled
on the north side. The boss told us that we
had done so well that we could rest up until
the next morning. So that evening was
spent by a good many of the boys visiting
the Indian Village up the river a couple of
miles from our camp. That evening I was
on dUty until after supper so did not get to
take in the village. As several of the boys
had traded for moccasins and buckskins
with whip poppers it made me feel as
though I was not in it with the others. It was
true the old boss gave us all good poppers
about once a week but we did not think that
was enough for it was the bullwhackers
delight to pop his big Whip and if he fur-
nished his own buckskin he could pop his
whip as much as he pleased. After supper
I found one of the boys that felt as I did
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about this matter so we planned to take
some sugar and tobacco and visit the vil-
lage that night and see what we could do.
So, we slipped ErNay from camp after dark
and went up to the village and visited quite
a number of tents. Finally we found an
Indian that could talk some English. We told
him what we wanted and he took us to a
tent where the squaws made moccasins.
There we trade our sugar for a pair a piece.
Then we had to hunt up some Indian man
that had a buckskin to trade for tobacco.
After we had visited several other tents we
found our man and made a trade for half of
a good skin. Now we were fixed for busi-
ness. After giving our guide a good chunk
of tobacco for his work we shook his hand
and left for camp where we arrived in due
time much rejoiced over our success.
The next morning early we broke camp
and started across the divide between the
North and South Platte rivers. After getting
up out of the valley we came onto a beau-
tiful stretch of country almost as level as a
floor until came near to the breaks of Ash
Hollow, which extended up south from the
North Platte. This was rather a noted place
from the fact that ourtrail followed downthis
little creek to the river. Where we had to go
down the bluff, it was so steep for some-
thing like a hundred yards that we had to
hitch part of our team behind the wagon to
help hold it back. And, further, near the
mouth of this hollow is where old General
Keamey 0think it was) fell on to a band of
savage Indians a few years before and
killed nearly all of them. They were all
buried near the trail in a long trench and
marked with a large post at each end of the
trench. It was said that several of the Indi-
ans killed here were women and children
and that when he made his report of the
engagement, he gave asa reason for killing
the children that nits soon made lice and it
was best to crack the nits before they be-
came lice.
Now, traveling up this river which is as
much like the South Platte or the main river
below the forks that it seems just like the
same river, except it is much smaller and
the valley gets somewhat narrower. Not
many places of note except one place
called Courthouse Rock. It is in very plain
view of the trail but we were told it was six
or eight miles away to the south. It looked
like a very large house with windows and
doors around its sides. Our old boss told us
that he had been out to see it and that the
nearer one got to it the less it looked like a
house, that it was nothing but a huge pile
of rock that seemed to be stacked up there
in a pile with a few bushes growing out if its
side. The next place was called Chimney
Rock. It was several miles from the trail and
looked very much like a large chimney
standing out by itself as though a building
had bumed away from it and it was left
standing. The next place that I remember
was Ofollons Bluffs. This is a place where
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the river cuts in so close to the bluffs that
there was scarcely room for the trail to pass
by the bluff and there were several short
curves in the trail. It made a dangerous
place to pass with a train. So, we made our
camp on the east of the bluffs, stayed over-
night and in the morning we left the main
trail bearing to the southwest until we could
get over the ridge and then to the northwest
until we came back to the main trail again.
In making this detourwe lost perhaps six or
eight miles,but perhaps avoided upsetting
several wagons, for it was hard to make a
short turn with our long coupled wagons.
At the west side of the these bluffs was
a stage station which we missed by going
around the narrows as they were called.
We followed up this river until we came to
old Ft. Laramie. Near this Post was a
goodly number of settlers. Here we were
able to get some vegetables which were
greatly relished by all hands. We remained
here several days as quite a number of our
wagons needed repairing. A good many
tires had to be set and brakes mended for
we were soon to come in contact with a
rougher country than we had met with here-
tofore. Of course, while we were here in
camp the cooks must get up something
extra and good to eat. The cook in our mess
was a Mr. Vankirk; his home was in Spring-
field, Ohio. He prided himself on being a
good cook. One morning he said, "Well
boys, I am going to have a good dinner
today." Well what are you going to have?·
·1 am going to have a bag pudding." So he
sewed up a bag out of some muslin cloth,
made some kind of a batter and thickened
it with dried apples with asprinkling of dried
currents, put it in his bag, put some water
in a camp kettle, set it on the fire and low
and behold when the fruit began to swell it
bursted his sack and soon filled the camp
kettle so he had to divide his pudding into
two sacks and two kettles, so by the time it
was done he had enough for the wholetrain
crew. He had got some milk and made a
sauce to go with it, so it was really very
good. For supper he tried to bake a big
pone of cornbread and he put in so much
shortening that when it was done he could
not take it out of the skillet without it break-
ing all to pieces. We all had a good laugh
at him about his extra dishes for that day
and yet it was all good to eat for it was
something new.
We were here about three or four days
and while here we lost our first cattle, three
or four head died here with something like
bloody murrain. They kept on dying for
some time after this until we had lost over
twenty head.
Soon after leaving this place we took
somebody's cutoff, (I don't remember the
name). Our trail was over some rough
country; our headway was not so good as
formerly but more enjoyable because we
were seeing something new. Every ridge
we went over opened up new and beautiful
scenery. One of our camps was in a little
valleywhere there was a small lake ofwater
that was fed by two springs which came out
of the side of a ridge not far ErNay. These
springswere not over fifty feet apart but one
was very cold water and the other warm,
about as warm as ordinary dish water.
While there most of us boys did our wash-
ing for you know we had no wash woman
with us. After a couple days we came back
to the river again following up some dis-
tance we crossed over by fording. Here the
river was shallow and not half so wide as
where we first struck it. We followed up the
river a little way until we struck the Sweet-
water River. Our general course now was
southwest but while ascending the Sweet-
water it was nearly west. This is a beautiful
stretch of country, valleys and mountains
everywhere. On this river we find Inde-
pendence Rock which resembles a large
egg buried in the ground. As I remember it
would cover about four or five acres of
ground. To the west of this not far, the river
passes through a gorge inthe mountain for
half a mile that seems to be cut through the
almost solid rock. Some places not over
fifty or sixty feet wide an,d perhaps from two
to three hundred feet high to the top of the
gorge. Some of us passed through this cut.
Some places to look up it seemed that the
walls of rock came !lImost together at the
top. It was very difficult to in some places
to get along. This place is called. Devil's
Gate. The river flows very rapidly through
here. After following this stream up pretty
well to its source we came to where we
could see Fremont's Peak. We were told it
was sixty miles distant to look at it in the
middle of the day we could see trees on its
side. We thought we could walk to it in half
a day or so.
After leaVing this river which is now but a
small creek we ascend the mountain range
until we arrive althe top of South Pass:This
is a low place in the range of mountains
though which I think one of the railroads
passes now. On top of this pass were two
springs not over one~fourth mile apart. The
water from one flows to the Atlantic Ocean
and the other flows to the Pacific Ocean;
or, in otherwords, one flows into the Sweet-
water which finally finds It outlet into the
Gulf of Mexico. The other flows into the
Green River which finally finds it way into
the Gulf of California \-
We are now entering the country lying
between the mountain range and Green
River, which is a beautiful country to look
at A high roiling prairie with numerous
small streams coming down out of the
mountains fed by springs and melting
snow. It was on this stretch of country a few
years before that the Mormons and Indians
captured and burned two trains that were
on their way to California. Nearly all the old
irons from the wagons and their ,ox chains
lay scattered around where their corrals
were. When we got to Green River we
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found the river too deep to ford so we had
to cross over by ferry boat and as our
double wagons were longer than a single
wagon we had to take our teams off all
except our wheelers and then all hands that
could get a hold must help run the wagons
on to the boat so that is the way we got
across Green River.
After leaving the river it was not long until
we began to pass through a rough hilly or
mountainous country. Through here our
progress was slow. Finally we came to a
small stream called Bear River. After cross-
ing this river we were soon climbing the
mountain by following one small stream
after another for perhaps two or thee days.
We soon came to the foot of the main range
which now we had to pass over. Here we
corralled half of our wagons, doubled our
teams and took the other half up to the top
of the divide and then went back and
brought up the other half. Here we had an
experience that was new to us. By the time
we climbed this mountain which was nearly
a mile, we were so overcome and out of
breath that some thought theywould die for
want of breath. Our old boss laughed us out
of it however and we soon got over our
scare and were all right again.
The next morning we ascended this
mountain for nearly a quarter of a mile by
hitching our wheelers and leaders on in
front and our swing cattle behind so as to
hold our wagons from crowding too hard
onto ourwheelers. Herewe struck the head
of a small creek which we followed down
until we cameto a large stream which made
its way on down through what was called
Echo Canyon. Here is where the Mormons
had built their breastworks and their forts in
orderto destroy Col. Johnson's anny in '57,
when he was sent out to quell them and
stop their depredations which they had
been committing for several years upon the
overland travel to California and Oregon.
Their defensewas extended along this can-
yon for several miles. Some places the
walls of the canyon were so nearly perpen-
dicular and so high and in places the trail
ran so close to the base of the walls that
they imagined that by having plenty ofsmall
rocks piled along on top of these bluffs and
when Johnson got his anny strung out
along this narrow place that their guards
placed at some distance up the mountain
on the opposite side of the canyon, would
give the signal and then loose rocks were
to be pushed off and the whole army siain
at once. This looked pretty well to them, but
Johnson was a sly old fox. While he pre-
tended to be approaching their dead fall by
sending a few of his men up into the moun-
tains to make a big demonstration, he sent
his main anny around to the north, passed
through another pass through the mountain
and took their city without a battle. When
the Mormons discovered they had been out
generaled they withdrew their forces to the
city and gave up the struggle. After passing
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out of this canyon we crossed over what
they called Little Mountain that was a very
small job compared to the one we had
already crossed over. We were now near-
Ing the Jordan or Salt Lake Valley. The last
days travel in the mountains we passed by
a great many Mormon fanns. They were
small from a garden spot to three or four
acres. When we emerged from the last
canyon we came out into the beautiful val-
ley. Here we camped.
One day our old boss rode down to the
city which was about twelve miles to the
north. Here we put in a busy day fixing up
our wagons, our loads, and in fact every-
thing preparatory to unloading a part of our
train was to go to Provo and a part to the
city. That night we received a message
from Mr. Dixon to bring the train on to the
city. There we divided the train leaving the
wagons that were loaded for Provo there.
The rest of them were taken up into the
heart of the city and corralled them just
back of where we were to unload. Now the
cattle were all tumed over to a herder and
taken out some little distance to grass,
except two good yoke that were kept there
to bring the wagons around to the front of
the buildings to be unloaded. A good guard
was left with the wagons out of town and
the rest were taken in to help unload. At
night every man stayed in his own wagon
and a strong guard kept out all the time. We
were all called together by the boss, as far
as could be, and infonned of his future
plans. "The wagons will be sold here and
the cattle will be taken on through to Cali-
fornia; after we unload here I will rig up a
four mule team to haul the grub, blankets
and clothing of all those who want to return
to the States. I will also rig up a team or two
to go with the cattle on through. Now by the
time we are unloaded here you all make up
your minds which way you want to go. I will
settle with all hands here and allow you two
month's pay to return home in accordance
with our first agreement, that you were to
have your wages for the round trip.· A part
of this new plan was a stunner to some of
the boys but some had already made up
their minds to either go on to Califomia or
stay at Sah Lake City, If they could gettheir
pay there, so it did not take long to decide
that matter. Twelve of us decided to return
home; five or six stayed there; and the rest
to go on through with the cattle and to this
day I have never heard aword from the men
that stayed in Sah Lake or the ones that
went on to Califomia.
Now, after the first night in the city we
commenced to unload. Our work was slow
as everything had to be taken in at the front
doors, taken back through the building,
everything inspected and checked up. So it
took lots of time. I think we were about four
days unloading here in the city. During all
this time we were taking notes and watch-
Ing the Monnons. We had heard a great
deal about them and we were anxious to
leam more. After we had our wagons un-
loaded and stacked as close together aswe
could on a lot inthe rear ofthis big business
house, we were told by Mr. Dixon that we
could have a holiday to see the city. All
could not be off at once for some had to
guard the loaded wagons, but all did not
care to run over the city now, so they kept
guard. We saw a great many things that
interested us. The city was not built up
compact like most cities, only four or five
blocks were buih up close, this was the
business part of the city. The balance of it
was scattered over a considerable ground
perhaps nearly two square miles. A good
part ofthe city was formed. One and some-
times two houses to a block. They must
have had a fine system of irrigation. Water
seemed to be running in all directions ex-
cept to the east. The city stands on a west-
ern slope extending from the base of the
mountain on the east to the river and lake
on the west The lake Is plainly seen from
the city. I think they said it was fourteen or
fifteen miles away. The city water was
brought from the mountains on the east. It
was led through the streets In a zig zag
fashion, running along each side of the
street and past every man's truck patch.
None of us got to see old Brigham Young
for some cause, but his pictures were
posted on nearly every business house in
the city. At that time they were not at work
on the great Monnon Temple. The temple
had been commenced, some of the walls
were considerable above ground, a consid-
erable amount of material was on the
ground.
The next place of curiosity was the Uon
House and Beehive. These were President
Young's headquarters for himself and
wives and babies. We were told that he had
about sixty wives and twenty-fIVe babies.
Around these buildings was a strong high
wall built of stone and mortar or cement, I
do not know which. Every few feet in this
wall was built a heavy pillar to strengthen
the wall.
One nightwhile we were there, there was
a circus show. And to be sure all of us that
could go went more to see the Mormons
than to seethe show. Well, there was plenty
ofthem there. Nearly every young man had
a girl or two and around his waist was a belt
with a revolver or two sticking In it. We all
thought they were expecting trouble from
us. Some ofour boys had been pretty saucy
to some of them. They did not have much
love for us Gentiles as they called us. It had
not been very long since they had been
subdued by the Gentiles and they were still
mad for there were still soldiers in or near
the city and you wager they had no love for
the soldiers, but what didwe care. We didn't
have sense enough to be afraid of them and
we did not expect to live among them and
some of the boys took a delight in tonnent-
ing them about waylaying Johnson and his
anny and massacring them and what had
February 1995
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become of their prophets, had they been
stoned to death yet or not.
Well while we boys were seeing the
sights of the city Mr. Dixon and Sublett were
busy getting ready an outfit for us to start
home with. They rigged up a good four mule
team with one extra mule for the boss (Mr.
Sublett) to ride and all that were to retum
to the states were paid off allowing two
months to retum making our full time for the
round trip six months. Twelve of us decided
to return home. Those that wanted to stay
in Salt Lake were set at liberty and the
others were to take the rest of the train to
Provo, deliver the freight, return wagons to
Salt Lake, and then start with cattle to
Califomia.
On about the 18th or 19th we bid our old
boss Mr. Dixon and our former comrades
good-bye and we separated and to the best
of my knowledge I can't remember that I
ever heard of anyone of them since.
Now our crowd consisted of twelve men,
one boss, two cooks, one driver, and eight
footmen. (I belonged to the latte~. The
footmen had nothing to do but to walk from
one camp to the next and to continue so
from day to day during the trip. The boss
would locate the camps, the driver attend
to the team, the cooks to get the wood,
water and cook the grub. We were to retum
over practically the same road that we
came over, but we must make a good deal
better time, so as to get home within the
allotted time. While we were traveling over
the mountains and in fact until we struck the
North Platte River we could tell when we
broke camp where the next one would be.
So that we footmen paid but little attention
to where our team was, whether we were
ahead or behind it, just so we got in in time
for grUb when it was ready.
While we were in Salt Lake City" we lived
pretty well up towards the top, we could get
all the vegetables, milk, butter, eggs, and
fruits that we wanted; of course, they all
came high. But, we all had money then for
when we got to the city our boss made
arrangements so we could get what we
needed while there. But now that we had to
come down again to our old former grub it
was all a little hard.
After we had recrossed Green River
some half or three-quarters of a day we met
our first outfit going to Salt Lake. It con-
sisted of seventy-two hand or push carts.
With this outfit there were three wagons to
haul their supplies and each family had a
cart which they hauled or pushed along.
They were scattered for perhaps two or
three miles on the road. In their carts they
had numerous things from a baby down. All
seemed to be badly discouraged. They
were all tired out and lots of them hungry.
The first thing they would ask (those that
could talk English, for most of them were
foreigners), "Did you see a relief train any
where on the road,· and when wewould say
no some did even shed tears and say "We
February 1995
are all out of provisions andthey have been
telling us there was a train with supplies
coming to meet us and that we have been
expecting them for several days." A great
many of them would beg for something to
eat, but as our own supplies would run out
before we got home, we had nothing to
give. About the ICiSt cart that we met was a
young Irish couple with a baby in their cart.
The man asked the usual questions about
the supply train and when we told them we
had passed no train on the road he gave a
long sigh and said, "I wish I was back til
America· And she said, "Sure and they'd
never get us to cross these plains again but
they told us we should have plenty on the
road and when we got til the Promised Land
we would want for nothing." We had no
consolation to offer them so had to pass on.
A few days later after we had camped for
the night, the driver and boss had picketed
the mules out some little distance from our
wagon, and some time in the night we
heard a great commotion and soon here
comes the mules at breakneck speed, ran
right up around the wagon as though they
were scared nearly to death. We were all
up in an instant not knowing what had
happened but thought it might be Indians.·
We caught the mules, tied them to the
wagon, got out the guns and revolvers and
waited for further developments. There was
no more sleep that night. When daylight
came we could see no sign of Indians, so
we concluded the mules got scared at
wolves. Our next drive brought us again on
top of the South Pass where the waters are
divided between the two great oceans as I
have already described.
We passed on down the eastern slope of
this great divide until we are again on
Sweetwater River. While traveling down
this stream we got several messes of fish.
The water was so clear that we could see
the fish, so we took a part of an old wagon
cover, cut holes in it and made a dip net and
caught some nice ones. At first we had no
salt but we did not relish them very much,
but in a few days we met another Mormon
outfit and we got some salt and that made
them much better. This Mormon outfit was
made up of a freight and emigrant train. I
think there were thirty-five or forty wagons
and perhaps a hundred or more persons
ranging from babies to old men and women
that were so old and decrepit that. they
could scarcely walk alone. Mostly foreign-
ers all on their way to the Promised Land.
On this river we took a little cut-off and
passed by where the Overland Stage got
caught in a big snow storm the winter be-
fore and had to stay here so long that their
mules died from hunger and cold and the
men almost starved to death before relief
came to them. We all examined their old
camp against the side of a mountain be-
tween some large rocks. Near by lay the old
carcasses of their mules.
So, we travel on and soon we come
again to Devil's Gate and then to Inde-
pendence Rock. We camped near this rock
and some of us took another stroll over it.
In some smooth places we found hundreds
of names of people that had passed that
way, dating back for several years. Not far
from there we discovered a small lake cov-
ering I think two acres of ground. It was
shallow and most of the water had evapo-
rated and had left a scum of soda solid and .
from one to one-half inches thick. This was
the first and only soda lake I ever saw, I
have since read of them.
And so we roll on day after· day with
nothing worth notil1g. Occasionally we
would meet some train or company of sol-
diers or perhaps a few wagons ofemigrants
on their way to Califomia, Oregon or Wash-
ington. These things would tend to cheer us
up for we were getting tired and foot sore.
It has been pretty hard on our train through
the rough country and we find that it takes
more time to make the same distance than
it did. We had now passed through the
rough and mountainous county and near-
ing old Ft. Laramie. After passing the fort
some three or four miles we came to the
blacksmith shop where we had our work
done as we went out. The boss stopped
here part of a day and had some mules
shod as some were foot sore.
Now we have a long stretch of level road
where we can see for miles either up or
down the river(the North Platte). Nothing of
interest to note until we get down to the
mouth ofAshollow where we cross overthe
divide to South Platte. Near this hollow was
a stage station and there were several In-
dians in camp there. Here we saw our first
and only white haired Indian. He looked odd
with blue eyes and white hair. From here to
Ft. Kearney we frequently met up with Indi-
ans. After we crossed South Platte River
we began to strike the buffalo. Our boss
bought a quarter of a small one, hung it up
against the hind end of the wagon and
when the cook wanted a mess he would
skin back the hide a little and cut out a
chuck.
We were getting (us footmen) a little sore
at our boss. He had crowded us and the
team too hard coming through the rough
country to make his distance, that the team
was well nigh fagged out and so to still
make his drives it took about fifteen hours
a day travel to make it and that didn't give
us much time to rest. We were now on the
road at least halfof every night Sometimes
we would be ahead of and sometimes be-
hind the wagons and worse. When we got
to Ft. Kearney, the boss bought some com
to feed the mules and that looked to us as
though it meant more hours on the road as
he would not have to graze them so long
on the grass. So, we decided to find out
what his intentions were. So, in talking to
him he told us that we would have to make
better time or we could not get in within our
allotted time and that he was very anxious
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EveJYone planning an event as part
ofNational Trails Day on June 3.1995.
is asked to register the activity. You
will then receive the monthly National
Trails Day Update and an event plan-
HOOF PRINTS
-TRAIL TIDBITS::>--
The National Frontier Trails Center.
Independence. MO. reports over
19,000 visitors during 1994. The
Friends of the NFTC contribute much
to the success of the Center, and they
publish a fine newsletter. EveJYone is
invited to join the Friends. Annual
dues are $10 individual. $15 couple.
$20 family. $25 friend. and $50 bene-
factor. Send to Friends of NFTC. 318
W Pacillc. Independence MO 64050.
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PhiUp L. Petersen, BoggsvUle Revi-
talization Committee. recently discov-
ered a 1908 photograph ofKit Carson's
last home In Boggsville in the Cragin
Papers at the Pioneer Museum in Colo-
rado Springs. To date, this is the only
picture of the Carson house for which
the date is known. and the evidence
indicates that the other photos in the
Bogg<>ville collection were taken at an
earlier time. There was also a photo-
graph ofthe Boggs house in the Cragin
Papers, also taken in 1908.
SFTA member Francis Kajencki. EI
Paso. TX. author of Poles in the 19th
Century Southwest (1990), has re-
quested the Museum of New Mexico to
revise Its traveling exhibit. "The Civil
War in the West." to focus more atten-
tion on John M. Chivington's decisive
action resulting in the destruction of
the Confederate supply train at
Apache Canyon during the Battle of
Glorieta Pass. March 28. 1862. and the
contribution of Chaplain Alexander
Grzelachowski in guiding Chivington's
force back to Martin Kozlowski's
Ranch that night. He also requested
that the exhibit show Kozlowski's
Ranch and explain its use by Union
forces.
The February 1995 New Mexico
magazine is a special collector's edition
devoted to turquoise. Marc Simmons
is author of the lead article, "Nuggets
From Our Past, Turquoise: A Mother
Lode of History."
nec's kit. Send information to National
Trails Day. American Hiking Society.
PO Box 20160. Washington DC
20041-2160.
The 1995 New Mexico Vacation
Guide. 200 pages of information. is
available free by calling (800) 545-
Editor MaryJean Cook has produced
another fine edition ofCompadres (vol.
4. no. 1. Jan-Mar 1995). newsletter of
the Friends of the Palace of the Gover-
nors. Printed in this issue is the Au-
gust 19. 1846. inventory of public
buildings, arms. and other govern-
ment property In Santa Fe, prepared
by order of Brig. Gen. Stephen W.
Kearny who led U.S. troops into Santa
Fe the previous day. A description of
the "Governors house" is included.
The Jornada de Muerto on the
Camino Real in New Mexico is the
focus of an article by Carl Zimmer.
"How to Make a Desert." in the Febru-
ary 1995 issue of Discover magazine.
•••••
for our old clothes were not good enough
to wear in company.
We took our new duds and went down
the river perhaps a mile or so, took a good
bath, donned our new suits, sent our old
ones down the river, and so now we were
ready for the boat We went back up town
hunted up a good restaurant and got us a
good square meal. Then we took in the
sights of the town at that time. It was not
large, not much over a thousand I would
guess. Some time that afternoon our boat
swung in and tied up. Of course, we were
ready to board her. We soon had our pas-
sage paid and our staterooms assigned to
us. We took first class passage that entitled
us to the best accommodations they had,
and they sure were good. The river was
very low and we stuck on the sand bars
several times. We made a slow trip as we
had to tie up at night. It took us nearly three
days to arrive at Kansas City. Here our
crowd separated again, two going to Inde-
pendence and myself and Dan McCain, a
young man whom I had gone to school with
in Ohio when we were boys. We expected
to stay in Kansas City with Mr. James, but
upon inquiry we leamed that he had bought
some land out in the country some ten
miles, and had moved out there, so we
thought to stay in the city overnight. We
took a room at the Old Southern Hotel out
in the south edge of town. It has long since
passed away. It stood on the east side of
Grand Avenue between 16th and 17th
Streets. Early the next day we started for
the country after getting directions where
Mr. James had bought and by noon we
arrived at his place and so ended my trip
overland to Salt Lake City, this being the
28th day of October, 1859.
(continued next issue.)
to make Kansas City on time. We told him
that we thought he was traveling us too
hard, that we could not stand it to travel all
the time and that we would rather be a few
days over time than to kill ourselves trying
to get in on time. "Well", said he, "I expect
to get in on time if the mules can stand it. "
About this time my Irish began to come up
and it was my time to speak so I said, "Mr.
SUblett, it seems to me that you care more
for these mules than you do for us. Now,
we are not going to kill ourselves trying to
keep up and ifyou are not a little careful we
will take that team and let you fellows walk
the rest of the way in." He got very white in
the face but said nothing. So, we soon
struck the Uttle Blue. There had been no
change of consequence in our mode of
travel but we fellows had talked the situ-
ation over several times and had decided
that we would hold him down to our way or
have trouble. He never had much to s9!f to
us rebels. So he went on until we were
about where Fairbury is now. Here on a
small creekwefound an old gentleman who
had come there since we passed that w9!f
before and had taken a claim and had built
a house and bam, and had brought the old
lady and some others of his family and was
going to start in a day to two with two teams
to Nebraska City. So, we struck him for a
ride in with him so wetalked the matter over
among ourselves. As our outfit was behind
us we had time to make our plans before it
came up. They came up after a while and
we told the boss what we had decided to do
and then he began to beg us to go on with
him making us all kinds of promises what
he would do if we would only go on. Finally
he prevailed on four ofthem to stay with him
but four of us decided to withdraw our por-
tion of grub from the mess and go by w9!f
of Nebraska City. So we took our portion
with our blankets and clothing and parted
company with him.
Now, we found our new friend a very
clever fellow. He treated us very well and
we traded him our grub and our blankets for
our passage. The old lady baked a lot of
bread and cooked a lot of meat for us so we
didn't have much cooking to do on our w9!f
across the country to Nebraska City.
We crossed the Big Blue River at Beat-
rice which was but a very small place as I
remember it. We had two good horse teams
and we made the trip in about three days
or less I think. Our new friend owned a good
farm adjoining the city on the south. Hetook
us to his house where some of his family
were still living. We stayed ovemight there
with them. The next morning we bid our
friends adieu and went over into the city
(Nebraska City). We made Inquiry about
when the next boat would pass down the
river for lower points. We were told that one
was due that evening on its way to St.
Louis so that was our chance. The next, .
thing we did was to hunt a clothing store
where each of us purchased a new outfit,
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SFTA Ambassador Paul F. Bentrup
reports that Boy Scout Troop 641,
Aurora. CO. has placed a sign at Red
Shin's Standing Ground. Bentrup Is
responsible for locating the site near
the Santa Fe Trail.
The Friends of Arrow Rock recently
moved into new headquarters, for-
merly the U.S. Post Office. Dedication
Is planned in 1995. The Friends are
now in their 35th year. The Fall 1994
newsletter includes the remarks ofJim
Goodrich on the occasion of the cele-
bration of the 160th anniversary of the
Huston Tavern.
CONVERSE OF THE
PRAIRIES
-BOOK NOTICES-
Lynda Hatch, The Santa Fe Trail, Path-
ways of America Series. Carthage. ll..:
Good Apple. 1995. Dlus. by KathJYIl R.
Marlin. 96 pp. $9.99 plus shipping.
To order, call 1-800-321-3106.
SFTA member Lynda Hatch, Flag-
staff, AZ, prepared this resource book
on the Trail for teachers and students.
grades 4-8. The text. directed primar-
ily to teachers and organized similar to
the site-description section of the
Santa Fe National Historic Trail mas-
ter plan, provides brief information
about numerous places from Franklin.
MO. to Santa Fe. NM, plus a short
description of the Camino Real.. Quo-
tati~n~ from primary sources are
sprinkled throughout. Several hu-
man-interest stories are included.
Most ofthls Is good material. Unfor-
tunately. the value ·of the collection Is
diminished somewhat by factual, er-
rors. that could easily have been
.caughtbya Trail scholar. and by some
poorly constructed sentences. The
publisher must share responsibility
with the author. Perhaps the errors
c~ be corrected in a revised 'edition.
A few examples must suffice. '
Some statements are incomprehen-
sible. such as "Fort Leavenworth was
the point from which frontier forts left
for the West over the Santa Fe Trail" .
(p. 21); that Plum Buttes were "sur-
rounded by plum thickets that the
wind had blown from the Arkansas
River area" (p. 28); and when Fort .
Lamed closed: "Its garrison was moved
to Fort Dodge where some of these
stone buildings can still be seen. 'To-
day. they are part of the National Park
Service's Fort Larned National HIStoric '
Site which Is open to visitors" (p. 33).
Other information Is unclear: "The wet
2040, ext. 751.
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Spanish exploration and a summaryof
ventures to the Great Plains. Waldo R.
Wedel writes authoritatively of "Coro-
nado and QUlvira." Feliz D. Almaraz.
Jr.• looks at the Llano Estacado. 1534-
1821. Thomas E. Chavez assesseS
"The Villasur Expedition and the
Segesser Hide Paintings." Especially
helpful for students trying to compre-
hend the society of colonial New Mex-
ico is Russell M, Magnaghi's "The
Genizaro Experience in Spanish New
Mexico." San Miguel del Vado. first
New Mexico settlement encountered
by westbound travelers on the early
Santa Fe Trail. was established in
1794 as a genizaro outpost. Vigil con-
cludes with an epilogue on myths.
stereotypes, prejudices. New Mexi-
cans' searcb for identity, and the
"Spanish legacy."
Even though this volume does not
deal directly with the Santa Fe Trail. it
Is recommended to anyo~eattempting
to perceive the larger setting in which
the Trail was established and flour-
ished for s~ decades. The Hispanic
background is relevant to us all.
Vernon R. MadduX,John Hiltson. Cat-
tle King On The Texas And Colorado
Frontier. Niwot: University Press' of
Colorado. 1994. Pp. xii + 214. Dlustra-
tions. maps. notes. bibliography, and
index. Cloth. $27.50. .
John Nathan HUtson (1831-1880) Is
best known for leading a raid in New
Mexico in 1872 to recover Texas cattle
stolen by Comanches and delivered to
New Mexicans by the Comancheros.
His force gathered, at Clift0l.l House
where the Mountain Route of the
Santa Fe Trail crossed the Canadian
, River. and the recovery efforts focused
on Mora County. where bloOdshed oc-
curred at Loma Parda near Fort Union.
HUtson. a TeXas cattleman who settled
at Deer Trail. Colorado. after the taid
was proClaimed a hero and dubbed
"Cattle King of Colorado" by ri'ewspa-
per writers. .
Maddux has compiled the first book-
length biography of HUtson, a difficult
task because no personal papers re-
main. Writingabout the times as much
as the man, the result Is convincing
and thoroughly documented'. Al-
though mostly about the. post-CMI
War cattle industry. the story includes
Santa Fe Trail connections.
HUtson was a contem porary and
neighbor of Charles Goodnight. Oliver
Loving. and other luminaries of cattle
drives from Texas along the Pecos
River into New Mexico and. later. into
Colorado. where he was second only to
John Wesley lUff as the leading cattle-
man. After the Civil War Hittson was
•o•oo
Ralph H. Vigil. Frances W. Kaye. &
John R. Wunder, eds.• Spain and the
Plains: Myths and Realities ofSpanish
Exploration and Settlement on the Great
Plains. Niwot: University Press ofColo-
rado, 1994. Pp. xiii + 179. Maps. illus-
trations, notes, index. Cloth. $24.95.
Since the early 18008 Anglo-Ameri-
cans have been inquisitive about the
Hispanic culture of the 'American
Southwest. To this day Trail scholars
and buffs seek a better understanding
of what was at the western end of the
historic route, including the rich
Spanish heritage. This has been chal-
lenging. in part, because of a prepon-
derance of legends and myths., This
collection of papeIS, most from a 1989
conference sponsored by the Center
for Great Plains Studies, University of
Nebraska, provides some of the latest
scholarship on several topics. Special
efforts were made by each contributor
to separate myths and realities.
Ralph Vigil provides background of
route stayed near the Arkansas River.
The dry route went to the southwest"
(p. 36). "The Mora River separated the
settlements of New Mexico with dry
plains inhabited by Indians that they
feared" (p. 58).
IC "Fort Mann was built by local citi-
zens in April. 1847" (p.38). one won-
ders which Indians did the work. The
Point of Rocks near Middle Spring in
.present Morton County. KS. was not
"destroyed in 1981 when the highway
was widened" (p. 48). That was the
Point of Rocks west of present Dodge
City. Although the story of the
Atchison. Topeka and Santa Fe Rail-
way Is told. the effects on Trail traffic
by the earlier Union Pacific, Eastern
Division. later known as the Kansas
Pacific, are ignored (p. 90).
A number of student projects are
suggested. few of which involve leam-
ing more about the Trail. For exampie,
one activity Is to design an imaginary
fort and write a story telling about it.
Students might learn more about the
historic Trail if they selected an actual
military post to study and write a re-
port. Another inane exercise calls for
children to "redesign the basic caravan
wagon" to make it more "modem" by
adding such things as "air condition-
ing."
The book has value as a source 'for
classrobm teachers who recognize its
weaknesses. For students, however,
,Dave Webb's Adventures with the
Santa Fe 'fraU. published by the Kan-
sas Heritage Center, Dodge City (re-
vised edition, 1993). Is the best thing
available and remains in a class by
itself.
•
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among the first to make a successful
cattle drive over the Goodnight-Loving
Trail. In 1866. with a herd of Texas
cattle and a heavily-armed party. he
delivered beef to Fort Sumner and the
Bosque Redondo Reservation to feed
the Navajos and Mescalero Apaches.
On this drive Hlttson was accompa-
nied by the wagon train of Thomas L.
Stqckton. who settled at the Mountain
Route crossing of the Canadian River
and built a large hotel, Clifton House.
which became a famous Santa Fe Trail
stage station as well as a place for
Texas cattle herds going to Colorado
and Wyoming to layover and have
buyers come and meet them there.
Stockton continued his cattle busi-
ness, too. and In 1870 became one of
the beefcontractors to supply the mili-
tary posts of New Mexico.
Hlttson became one of the largest
cattlemen In the West and his men
drove about 20,000 head peryear from
Texas to New Mexico and Colorado,
frequently facing Indian resistance. He
was an opportunist who never owned
more than a quarter section of land.
knew well the value of controlling the
water supply (which gave him control
of the surrounding grass range). spe-
cialized In the long drive. and benefited
from the open-range era before the
entire system crashed In the 1880s
and modem ranching began. At his
peak, Hlttson owned approximately
100,000 cattle. His empire, however,
was crumbling before his accidental
death at age 49 on Christmas day
1880, when his wagon wheel broke,
the team ran away, the wagon over-
turned, and he was killed.
The details of his New Mexico cattle
raid of 1872 comprise one of the
stronger portions of the book. The en-
tire story is fascinating and provides
additional understanding of the his-
tory of the West.
-Mick Cllfford
CAMP TALES
--CHAPTER REPORTS-
Cimarron Cutoff
President Helen C. Brown
POBox 1400
Elkhart, KS 67950
(316) 697-4597
The Cimarron County Historical So-
ciety, Boise City, OK, was host to 45
members and guests at the Heritage
Center, January 21, 1995. Following
supper and a short business meeting
conducted by President Helen C.
Brown, Dan Sharp and David
Hutchison, co-chairmen for the 1997
symposium, presented their report.
Boise City will be one of the host cities.
24
A general brainstorming session fol-
lowed. A possible theme was dis-
cussed, but no decision was made. A
general Itinerary was discussed, in-
cluding organization, finances, exhib-
Its, and possible lecturers. It was gen-
erally agreed that this should be a
"hands on" meeting.
The next planning meeting will be
March 11 at 7 p.m. Discussion will be
on expenses of prior symposiums and
registration fees, resource pool for lec-
turers, and Hutchison's report after he
attends SFTA executive committee
meeting at Lamed February 25.
The National Park Service's project at
Autograph Rock will be In April for
about six to seven days. Cimarron
County has been canvassed for volun-
teers. NPS and SFTA will contribute to
the project. CCHS has voted $1500
and has committed to raising another
$1500.
The next chapter meeting will be In
April, date and place to be decided
later.
Texas Panhandle
President Kathy Revett
3516 Cinderella
Amarillo, TX 79121-1607
(806) 358-7320
Chapter members met at the Amar-
illo Central Library on January 15.
Fred Rathjen, retired Instructor from
West Texas State University and a
well-known authority on the history of
the Panhandle region, was the guest
speaker. He focused on the Santa Fe
trade through this area.
The March 6 meeting will be held at
E. P. and Mike Taylor's bookstore, One
More Time, where members will find a
treasure trove of Southwestern mate-
rials.
The date of our spring field trip out
to Parnell's In Canadian, TX, has been
changed to the weekend of April 29.
The Parnells know ofseveral trail sites
In their area. More details will follow.
Wagonbed Spring
President Ed Lewis
4472SRd M
Ulysses, KS 67880
(316) 356-2141
The winter meeting at Ulysses on
January 12 was attended by 29 mem-
bers and guests. President Edward
Dowell presided and told the group he
had been In contact with Christine
Whitaker and John Conoboy but had
received no report from the National
Park Service on the proposed enlarge-
ment of the National Historic Land-
mark area atWagonbed Spring.
Officers were elected for 1995. Ed
Lewis will be president and Ed Dowell
vice-president. Other officers retained
are Marjorie Persinger, secretary;
Karla French, treasurer; and Mary
GambIe, reporter.
Edgar White, Elkhart, spoke on the
1997 symposium which will be held In
the Oklahoma Panhandle area.
The program, a video on "Marks on
the Rocks In Picture Canyon, Baca
County, Colorado" was presented by
Paul Heyman, Ulysses. The video was
compiled by McGlone, Leonard and
Gillespie of the Western Epigraphic
Society. The trio claim the marks were
made by Celts In an ancient Gaelic
language called "Ogam." They have
"translated" the marks Into modem
English.
The next Chapter meeting is at Hu-
goton on April 13.
Heart of the Flint Hills
President Donald B. Cress
RR I Box 66
Council Grove, KS 66846
(316) 767-5826
No report.
End of the Trail
President Margaret Sears
1871 Candela
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 473-3124
No report.
Corazon de los Caminos
President LeRoy LeDoux
PO Box 94
Wagon Mound, NM 87752
(505) 666-2262
The chapter has published a hand-
some brochure to Inform people about
the Trail, the SFTA, and the chapter. A
schedule of meetings for 1995 was es-
tablished by the board of directors on
January 18, and the meetings are
listed· In the WI' "Trail Calendar."
The members are working on plans
for the celebration of the 175th anni-
versary In 1996. The Trail collection at
the Carnegie Library In Las Vegas, NM,
Is growing. Members Diana and Joe
Stein have been generous In providing
books.
Wet/Dry Routes
President Louis Van Meter
POBox 234
Burdett, KS 67523
(316) 525-6696
The chapter met at Offerle, KS, Janu-
ary 15. The following officers were
elected for 1995: Louis Van Meter,
president; Janice Klein, vice-presi-
dent; and Ida Yeager, secretary/treas-
urer. Reports were given about to the
lime kiln project, the life and legacy of
Henry Booth booklet, and the project
to mark the graves of Lucie and
Nathaniel Booth. The chapter voted to
Join the Dodge City/Fort Dodge Chap-
ter In the installation of markers at
Fort Mann, Point of Rocks, and the
Caches. The 1995 symposium was dls-
February 1995
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cussed. with Steve Linderer. coordIna-
tor. briefing the chapter on the
planned program.
A Certificate ofAppreciation was pre-
sented to Matt Waldren of Boy Scout
Troop #238 for completion ofhis Eagle
Award. the comptlation of a directory
of the markers placed on the Santa Fe
Trail In Pawnee. Edwards, and Ford
counties. The highlight of the meeting
was the presentation of the Faye An-
derson Award to Mildon Yeager. After
the business session. Janice Klein told
of using the Learning Box with her
students at Methodist Youthvllle In
Dodge City and Joel Walker spoke on
the Pawnee Indians and their relation
to the Santa Fe Trail. The spring meet-
Ing is scheduled In April at the Dodge
City Public Library, date to be an-
nounced later.
Dodge City/Fort Dodge
President Janet Bevers
513 Andrew Street
Dodge City, KS 67801
(316) 227-8420
The annual meeting was held Sun-
day. January 29. 1995. the anniver-
sary of the admission of Kansas to
statehood In 1861. The program was
presented by Janice Klein and Richard
Dryden. They had taken the October
8. 1994. tour of the ·Fort Hays-Fort
Dodge Road sponsored by the
Wet/Dry Routes Chapter. The pro-
gram consisted of historical stgnifi-'
cance ofthe road and slides ofthe tour
sites.
The chapter is excited about and
looking forward to the 1995 sympo-
sium In September. We Invite SFTA
members to view our ruts. Fort Dodge.
and Boot Hill Museum and Front
Street on their way to or from the
symposium.
Missouri River Outfitters
President Robert Dorian
13211 E 45th Terr
Independence, MO 64055
(816) 252-7826
No report.
Quivira
President Linda Colle
724 Penn Drive .
McPherson, KS 67460
(316) 241-8719 .
The chapter met January 16 at
Waxy's Restaurant In Ellinwood. KS.
for the evening meal and the annual
meeting. with 31 present. Officers
elected are President Linda Colle. Vice-
President Wayne Smith. Secretary
Carol Near. Treasurer Betty Romero,
Barton County Director Bob Button,
McPherson County Director Bruce
Palmer, and Rice County Director Pat
Hall. After the meeting we adjourned
to Robert Yarmer's for the program.
February 1995
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Bob showed m tlitary uniforms of the
1860s through the 1890s period.
These uniforms are all government is-
sue for enlisted men. Robert also had
an excellent collection of saddles from
the same period. along with maps and
other collectables.
The next meeting will be Sunday af-
ternoon, April 23, 1995, at Pawnee
Rock and the area around Pawnee
Rock.
From the Marton-McPherson county
line to the Barton-Pawnee county line
via U.S. 56 is only some 90 mUes. The
Trail route covered over 100 miles. The
stream crossings were steep and were
usually twelve to fifteen miles apart
untU reaching Cow Creek. From Cow
Creek to the present Ellinwood. where
the Trail came to the Big Bend of the
Arkansas River. is 22 mUes. The
chapter has been working with the
1995 symposium committee and we
believe we haye planned a very fine and
. eventful syni'posium for September 21-
24.
We would like to recognize WUmer
and Hazel Ekholm who have given
many hours to conducting tours and
research of the Trail. Since the early
19608 they have worked to preserve
the Cam p Grierson and Cottonwood
Cemetery area at the Stone Corral
Crossing of the Little Arkansas River.
Wilmer has also been ready to trans-
port tour groups in the Stone Corral
area. wumer and Hazel are true am-
bassadors of the Santa Fe Trail.
.
Cottonwood Crossing
President John Dick
POBox 103
Goessel, KS 67053
On October 2 the chapter sponsored
a booth at the Kansas Sampler Festival
near Inman, KS. John Dick, Vernon
Lohrentz, and John Martin were there
to visit with people about the chapter
and the Trail in general. This was an
excellent opportunity to make people
more aware of the Trail and the heri-
tage it represents.
On October 4 chapter members
hosted a MPicnic in the RutsM just west
ofDurham. About 40 people enjoyed a
beautiful evening. The picnic site was
on land owned by Dennis Youk, at the
end of a very pronounced series of
swales.
At the annual meeting In November,
John Dick was elected president; Dr.
Gil Michel, vice-president; and Forrest
Smith of Marton, board member. The
need for replacing and restoring Trail
markers In the area was discussed. We
are exploring the placement of a spe-
cial marker near the juncture of the
Chisholm Trail and the Santa Fe Trail.
The site is vacant land at an Intersec-
tion adjoining U.S. Highway 56.
At a recent directors' meeting. the
topics of fund-raising and a tour were
discussed. The possible tour would be
a chartered bus trip to Kansas City to
the Arabia' Steamboat Museum' and
Independence to the National Frontier
Trails Center. The tour would originate
at Hillsboro. More Information will be
forthcoming. We would like to see an
article In Wagon Tracks on the search
for and excavation of the ArUbla, a
steamboat which sank In the Missouri
River In 1858 with cargo headed for the
weStern frontier. Including Santa Fe.
(There is a lot of Interest In such a
tour).
Bent's Fort
President Earl Casteel
5666 S 106 Rd
Alamosa, CO 81101
(719) 589-2061
The annual meeting was held at
Bent's Fort Inn In Las Animas on
January 28. The new chapter logo was
presented to the membership and ap-
proved. Also approved were new chap-
ter bylaws. a chapter code of ethics.
the budget, and the calendar ofevents
for the upcoming year. Committee
chairmen gave their reports and all
reported progress. The chapter has 86
members.
The current officers were elected to
serve another term: Earl Casteel;
president; Dale Kesterson. vice-presi-
dent; Teresa Kesterson, secretary; and
Sue Peterson. treasurer. President
Casteel appointed committee chair-
men with several incumbents retain-
ing their positions.
Member Gerald Faust was recog-
nized for his kind help to and support
of the chapter. As owner of the Bent's
Fort Inn. Gerry lent considerable help
In the arrangements for the meeting.
Including the lodging for Harry Myers
our guest speaker.
The chapter presented certificates of
recognition to the follOWing: Doug
Manley for legal help and support in
drawing up the bylaws, Jesse Scott
and Harry Myers for program presen-
tations, Dale and Teresa Kesterson for
work In starting the chapter, and Paul
Bentrup for keeping his mouth shut.
Oooopsl I mean for being the fastest
tongue In the West.
After the business meeting. Harry
Myers. Superintendent of Fort Union
National Monument, presented a pro-
gram on plans for the 175th anniver-
sary of the Santa Fe Trail and the
150th anniversary of the Army of the
West. He also spoke of the begtnnlngs
of the Santa Fe Trail. Those attending
enjoyed his program ~erymuch.
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KEARNY GAP AND A KIDNAPPING,
LAS VEGAS, NM, 1911
Mary Jean Cook, Santa Fe historian,
found the following two items in the
Santa Fe New Mexican, telling of a
bizarre kidnapping at Las Vegas, NM,
in 1911, in which there is mention of
Kearny Gap.
COUNCil TROVE
-DOCUMENTS
A PUBLIC NUISANCE
SFTA members Mel and Mary Cot-
tom, Manhattan, KS, found the follow-
ing item in the Washington, D.C., Daay
National lnielllgencer, November 20,
1865. One is tempted to state that
there apparently has been a stench in
the nation's capital for a long, long
time, and to agree that "a nuisance is
a nuisance." Pollution is nothing new,
ofcourse, and the writer mayhave laid
the groundwork for what eventually
became the Environmental Protection
Agency.
THE ACCUMULATED MANURE OF THE
GOVERNMENT CORRAI..S-AN IMPOR-
TANT QUESTION. .
Intelligent and responsible correspon-
dents have informed us that the immense
quantities of manure, that have accumu-
lated in masses ofwhich persons unfamiliar
with the neighborhoods of the corrals would
have limited con.ception, have long since
been sold to parties in the North at the rate
of one center per wagon load, with the
extraordinary privilege of removing it at
their own convenience. Should the pur-
chasers neglect it entirely, or find the cost
of transporting so unwieldly a freight an
undesirable investment, we suppose the
removal of it by other parties would be
dependent upon the grace of these fortu-
nate individuals, who have virtually a stand-
ing refusal at a stipulated price. Meantime,
farmers in our own neighborhood are eager
to buy this manure, at a higher price, if that
were any object, and cart it out of the city
forthwith. Thus, without any loss, but prob-
ably a gain to the Government, our citizens
in the country could have the benefit of this
material for fertilizing their farms, in many
cases desolated by necessary and often
unnecessary military appropriation, while
our fellow-citizens of the city could escape
the abasement of having an enormous nui-
sance conserved in their midst, while dis-
tant parties were chaffering for cheap
freights, counting despicable profits, or for-
getting all about it in more engrossing ven-
tures or more promising investments.
A nuisance is a nuisance, and those who
are annoyed are the jUdges of it; and if the
magnitude of it be at all a question, this one
may be measured by acres and by scores
of boat-loads. Shall It be abated?
• • • • •
KIDNAPPING AT LAS VEGAS
Santa Fe New Mexican, March 31,1911.
"The three-year-old grandson of Judge
H. L. Waldo was kidnapped at Las Vegas
and ransomed for $12,000." Such were the
sensational tidings that reached Santa Fe
this moming.
The story reads like an episode out of a
dime novel. Night before last, two masked
strangers entered the house of Attorney A.
T. Rogers, Jr. at Las Vegas, the son-in-law
ofJUdge H. L. Waldo. Mr. Rogers was away
at Raton attendingthe session ofthe district
court. The intruders invaded the room of a
brother, William Rogers, and compelled
him to give up a revolver. They then forced .
their way into the apartment of Mrs. Rogers
and demanded Waldo, her son. Mrs.
Rogers was helpless. She pleaded and
implored. She offered all her jewels, all her
money, all her property, but one of the
villains replied: "To hell with your jewels, I
want the kid:
Despairing Mrs. Rogers begged for per-
mission to clothe the child warmly and com-
fortably. This was granted, while the rob-
bers coolly waited. The mother hugged and
kissed her darling in frantic farewell until the
criminal tore the boy out of her arms,
mounted a horse and was off in the dark,
leaving a letter of instructions, in which a
demand was made for $12,000 in cash.
Who can describe the agony of that
mother? Her despair? Mr. Rogers was
reached as soon as possible and he came
home yesterday moming on the flyer. No
time was lost in securing the money and
setting in motion every agency possible to
recover the child. The letter of instructions
had directed:
"Ifyou are ready to deliver the money, set
a red light in a certain window at 10 o'clock
in the evening." It then directed that the
money should be taken to a certain spot in
a road, 11 miles from Las Vegas that same
night. These instructionswere followed. Mr.
Rogers in his automobile made the trip to
the lonely spot and there met his man. He
delivered the money but the child was not
there. "The child is in Kearny's Gap," he
was informed. Two horses were standing in
the road and two men galloped away. Will
Rogers speeded to Kearny's Gap. There
the child was found in the road. It was
wrapped in a blanket.
"Is that you, Uncle Will?" the youngster
chirped. "I am awful hungry. I had nothing
to eat a/l day. " What a family reunion there
was last night when the boy was returned
to his mother's arms.
WIGGINS AND ROGERS CONFESS
Santa Fe New Mexican, April 12, 1911.
Will Rogers and Joseph Wiggins, ar-
rested last night at Las Vegas, have con-
fessed to the kidnapping of 3-year-old
Waldo Rogers, son of A. T. Rogers and
grandson of Judge H. L. Waldo.
The ransom of $12,000 was recovered
intact in the chimney at the home of the
parents who are prostrated with grief.
Wiggins was the first to confess. He had
been sentenced to the penitentiary from
Socorro for life for murder. He was par-
doned out in 1909 by Governor Curry.
When the confession was shown to Will
Rogers, the latter too, confessed. He is a
brother of Attorney A. T. Rogers, father of
the boy, and he was in the home of his
brother during the kidnaping, while the lat-
ter was in court at Raton. He was arraigned
the forenoon.
There will be no compromise in the case
and the two men will be prosecuted to the
full extent of the law.
Govemor Mills, who retumed this noon
from LasVegas brought with him copies of
the confession of both men.
The Merrill J. Mattes Research Li-
brary was created at the National
Frontier Trails Center, Independence,
MO, only three and one-halfyears ago.
During this time the collection has
grown so rapidly, in both size and ac-
claim, that it is believed to be the larg-
est research library in the nation de-
voted to the overland trail experience
and America's western expansion.
The collection, operated by the Na-
tional Frontier Trails Center and partly
owned by the Oregon-California Trails
Association, was born when noted
trails historian Merrill Mattes donated
his extensive personal library to OCTA.
In the past three yeaJS that core collec-
tion has been nearly doubled in size by
other donations and purchases.
Among the notable additions has been
the transferal of twenty-three cubic
feet of Mattes manuscripts from the
Nebraska State Historical Society. The
collection now totals nearly 2,000
books, over 100 cubic of manuscripts,
plus many maps, photographs, and
periodIcals.
The library's focus is on the overland
trail experience, especially the diaries,
journals, letteJS, and recollections of
those who made the trip west. Its
broader scope, however, stretches
from the explorations of Lewis and
Clark to the coming of the transconti-
nental railroad. There are therefore
sections on such diverse subjects as
Indians, trail guides, artists, mountain
men, transportation, women, mining,
biographies, Mormons, forts, rail-
roads, pony express, military, and the
Southwest, among otheJS.
Recently, a computerized list ofall of
the diaries and recollections in the
library was compiled and a computer-
ized catalog of every volume on the
"
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shelves completed. These t\\'O monu-
mental tasks, requiring hundred of
hours of labor, were accomplished by
National Frontier Trails Center volun-
teers, led by NFTC staff.
There are areas in which additional
materials are needed. Most of the do-
nated materials have focused on the
Oregon and California trails, and the
staff is especially eager to expand the
holdin~ on the Santa Fe Trail. The
limited book budget has been used to
increase the Santa Fe Trail and South-
west collections.
The Center always welcomes addi-
tional donations of books, entire per-
sonal libraries, and copies or manu-
scripts. The Mattes Library is also
seeking back issues of western histo-
rical periodicals. Fairly extensive runs
of several midwestern state historical
society publications have been re-
ceived, such as those ofMissouri, Kan-
sas, and Nebraska. Yet very few peri-
odicals have been gathered from other
western states. The library has only a
handful of New Mexico, Colorado, Ne- -
vada, Oregon, and Arizona publica-
tions, and very small collections of
Wyoming and Utah historical society
publications. There is nothing at all
from California, Washington, or Idaho
state historical societies. One goal is to
acquire complete runs of these peri-
odicals, many of which have articles
relating to the overland trails.
SFTA members who have books, pe-
riodicals, or other materials they
would consider donating to the Mattes
Library are invited to contact John
Mark Lambertson, National Frontier
Trails Center, 318 W Pacific, Inde-
pendence MO 64050 (816) 325-7577.
I NEW SFTA MEMBERS I
This list includes new memberships
received since the last issue. Those
received after this printing will appear
in the next issue. If there is an error in
this information, please send correc-
tions to the editor. We thank you for
your support.
Grant County Bank, PO Box 388, Ulysses
KS 67880
Grant County Chamber of Commerce, 115
W Grant, Ulysses KS 67880
Grant County Museum, 300 E Oklahoma,
Ulysses KS 67880
Thomas & Mary Denton, PO Box 323,
Wiley CO 81092
Mark & Suzanne Faulkner, PO Box 629,
Ulysses KS 67880
Norman & Lois Hanson, PO Box 1223,
McPherson KS 67460
Paul & Pauline Heyman, PO Box684, Ulys-
ses KS 67880
. February 1995
Harold & Mary Lee McCune, RR 2 Box 7,
Boise City OK 73933
Don & Lolly Ming, 1841 County Road DO,
Prtichett CO 81064
Alfred & Willa Parshall, 305 Calle Oso,
Santa Fe NM 87501
James & Ruth Polliard, PO Box 31243,
Aurora CO 80041
Garland & Joanne Richardson, 325 Fair-
way, Council Grove KS 67846
M/M Howard Schwartz, 9210 Lakeridge Dr,
Valley Station KY 40272
Bill & LindaShanhouse, PO Box578, Angel
Fire NM 87710
M/M Lowell E. Sharp, PO Box 8285, Albu-
querque NM 87198
David, Kay & Forrest Spillman, 3909 Hick-
ory Hill Dr, Somerset KY 42501
Frank & Barbara Trotman, 1105 N Co-
manche, Ulysses KS 67880 _-
Jeff Trotman Family, 727 N Cheyenne,
Ulysses KS 67880
Lee & Jane Whiteley, 6077 S Elizabeth
Way, Littleton CO 80121
Pat Austin, 1338 Lawrence Dr, Hays KS
67601
William H. Borst, 705 Washington Park,
Emporia KS 66801
Dorothy C. Cole, PO Box 103, Alden MI
49612
Don Eck, PO Box 3712, Bernice OK 74331
Jack Eglick, _2175 Sullivan, Ulysses KS
67880
Doris Jean Elliott-Watson, 231 Sheidley
Ave, Bonner Springs KS 66012
Jerome Goss, Mountain Books, 9904 Mas-
ters Dr NE, Albuquerque NM 87111
Sharon Haun, 704 Hockaday, Council
Grove KS 66846
Carmen Kirk, 3004 Briaroak Rd, Manhattan
KS 66502
Lani Kyea, KCR 72 Box 29, Clayton NM
88415 .
Meredith Mayo, 2030 Kiva Rd, Santa Fe
NM 87505
John V. Myers, 4837 W Northem Ave,
Glendale AZ 85301
John Richter, One Neosho, Emporia KS
66801
Dr. Joseph Teeters, 21635 W Ravine Rd,
Lake Zurich IL 60047
Candace Vigil, PO Box 820, Dodge City KS
67801
Matthew Walter, 5634 Swiss Ave, Dallas
TX 75214
Rodney Walter, 4213 Jena St, New Or-
leans LA 70125
I__T_R_A_IL_C;,,;.,A,;,;;L,,;;,,;EN;";,,,;D;.;.A~R~_J
Everyone is invited to send notices for
this section; provide location, date(s),
time(s), and activity. Remember this is
a quarterly. The next issue should ap-
pear in May, so send information for
June and later to arrive by April 20,
1995. Thank you.
Mar. 8, 1995: Friends of the Palace
monthly meeting. 7:00 p.m., New His-
tory Library, Palace of the Governors,
Santa Fe.
Mar. 18, 1995: Kansas. Corral of the
Westerners, Wichita, program by Bill
Unrau, "Government Policy and In-_
dian Drinking." Contact SheriffRamon
Powers (913) 296-3251.
Mar. 19, 1995: Corazon de los Cami-
nos Chapter meeting, Santa Clara Par-
ish Hall, Wagon Mound, NM. President
LeRoy LeDoux (505) 666-2262.
Mar. 31-April 2, 1995: Benefit Used
Book Sale, Alexander Majors Histori-
cal House, 8201 State Line Rd, Kansas
City, MO, book donations needed.
Contact Ross Marshall at (816) 333-
5556.
April 1, 1995: Bent's Fort Chapter
program and tour. Holly and Granada,
CO, (719) 456-0504.
April 13, 1995: Wagonbed Spring
Chapter meeting. Hugoton, KS.
April 16, 1995: Corazon de los Cami~
nos Chapter meeting. Fort Bascom,
NM. President LeRoy LeDoux (505)
666-2262.
Aprl120, 1995: Deadline for next issue
of Wagon Tracks.
April 23, 1995: QuiviraChaptermeet-
ing at Pawnee Rock. President Linda
Colle (316) 241-8719.
Apri129, 1995: Fort Larned Old Guard
Annual Meeting and Dinner (open to .
public), (316) 285-6911.
Aprl129, 1995: "Women in the Ameri-
can West." lectures, demonstrations,
and children's actMtles. Camp Men-
noscah, Box 65, Murdock KS 67111
(316) 297-3290.
-May 13·14, 1995: Oregon Trail Cone-
stoga Days, Alexander Majors HiStori-
cal House, 8201 State Line Rd, Kansas
City, MO, (816) 333-5556.
May 20, 1995: Bent's Fort Chapter,
Timpas Site Improvement Day and
Grand Opening, Comanche National
Grassland, (719) 384-2181 or (719)
456-0504.
May 20, 1995: Kansas Corral of the
Westerners, Topeka, program by Don
Lambert, MJohn Steuart Curry in Per-
son." Contact Sheriff Ramon Powers
(913) 296-3251.
May 21, 1995: Corazon de los Cami-
nos Chapter meeting, Lucero, NM.
President LeRoy LeDoux (505) 666-
2262.
May 27-29,1995: Santa Fe Trail Days,
Larned, KS, including special pro-
grams at Fort Larned NHS and Santa
Fe Trail Center.
June 3, 1995: Bent's Fort Chapter,
National Trails Day, King Ranch west
of Pritchett, CO, Granada-Fort Union
Military Route, Freeze Out Canyon,
wildflowers. Bring campfire stories
and son~. (719) 523-6968 or (719)
456-0504.
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June 10, 1996: Santa Fe Trail Craft
Show, Alexander Majors Historical
House, 8201 State Line Rd, Kansas
City. MO. (816) 333-5556.
June 10-11, 1995: Chisholm Trail
Study Tour, Barton County Commu-
nity College. Contact Elaine Simmons
at (BOO) 748-7594.
June 18, 1995: Corazon de los Cami-
nos Chapter meeting. Tiptonville. Val-
mora, and Shoemaker, NM. President
leRoy leDoux (505) 666-2262.
June 24, 1996: Guided tours of first
fort site at Fort Union National Monu-
ment. available at 10:00 a.m., 11:30
a.m., 1:00 p.m., and 2:30 p.m. (505)
425-8025.
June 24-26, 1996: Bullwhacker Days,
Mahaffle Farmstead & Stagecoach
Stop Historic Site. Olathe, KS. Contact
Michelle Caron at (913) 782-6972.
July 1-2, 1995: Fort Union National
Monument CIvll War weekend, with
tours of the second fort (earthwork).
talks about Fort Union In the CIvll
War, and Civil War small arms demon-
strations. (505) 425-8025.
July 4, 1996: Old Time Independence
Day Celebration, Fort Larned NHS,
All matters relating to Wagon Tracks
should be addressed to the editor:
Leo E. Oliva
PO Box31
VVoodQon,KS 67675
(913) 994-6253
Fax 994-6255
All inquiries regardng membership
should be directed to the secretary-
treasurer:
Ruth Olson Peters
Santa Fe Trail Center
RR3
Lamed, KS 67550
(316) 285-2054
(316) 285-6911.
July 16, 1995: Corazon de los Cami-
nos Chapter meeting. Pecos National
Monument, NM. President leRoy le-
Doux (505) 666-2262.
July 22-23, 1996: Fort Union National
Monument, "Cultural Encounters on
the Santa Fe Trail," with living-history
camp. talks, and demonstrations.
(505) 425-8025.
Aug. 5, 1996: Bent's Fort Chapter pro-
gram and tour. Indian Agents and
Agencies, Bent's New Fort, Fort Wise.
Old Fort Lyon. Big Timbers Museum at
Lamar, CO, (719) 456-0504.
Aug. 20, 1995: Corazon de los Cami-
nos Chapter meeting. Capulin, NM.
President leRoy leDoux (505) 666-
2262.
Aug. 25, 1995: National Park Service
Day, special programs at all NPS sites.
Aug. 26, 1995: An evening at Fort
Union featUring historic scenes, free
reselVations reqUired (no reservations
accepted until Aug. 1), (505) 425-
8025.
Sept. 2·24, 1995: "Artists of the
American West" Exhibit at Fort Larned
NHS.
Sept. 8, 1995: Senior Citizen's Day.
Mahaffle Farmstead & Stagecoach
Stop Historic Site, Olathe, KS. Contact
Michelle Caron at (913) 782-6972.
Sept. 8-17, 1996: Smithsonian Asso-
ciates Tour of the Santa Fe Trail. Con-
tad Amy Ritchie at (202) 357-4800
ext. 220 or Leo Oliva at (913) 994-
6253.
Sept. 17, 1995: Corazon de los Cami-
nos Chapter meeting, Taos, NM. Presi-
dent leRoy leDoux (505) 666-2262.
Sept. 17-Oct. 6, 1996: Sixth Annual
Santa Fe Trail Bicycle Trek, contact
Willard Chilcott, 885 Camino Del Este,
Santa Fe, NM 87501.
Sept. 21-24, 1996: Biennial SFTA
Symposium. Larned and Great Bend,
KS. Steve Llnderer, program coordina-
tor. (315) 285-6911.
Oct. 14, 1996: Pumpkin Patch and
Autumn Faire, Mahaffie Farmstead &
Stagecoach Stop Historic Site, Olathe,
KS. Contact Michelle Caron at (913)
782-6972.
Oct. 16, 1996: Corazon de los Caml-
nos Chapter meeting. Wagon Mound,
NM. President leRoy leDoux (505)
666-2262.
Dec. 2-3, 1995: Victorian Christmas
Open House. Mahaffie Farmstead &
Stagecoach Stop Historic Site, Olathe,
KS. Contact Michelle Caron at (913)
782-6972.
FROM THE EDITOR
By the time you read this the Olivas
plan to be at the U.S. Army MUitary
History institute at Carlisle Barracks,
PA, searching for records relating to
Fort Union. the Santa Fe Trail, and
other frontier military posts. The
USAMHI archives have been on our
research list for several years and, at
last, the opportunity to spend a few
days there has arrived. Recent acces-
sions there promise fresh Information.
All SFTA members are urged to par-
ticipate In SFTA election procedures
and to return the ballot In the next
Issue. With the current popular Inter-
est In the Trail and upcoming 175th
anniversary celebrations, the potential
for SFTA has never been greater.
Everything possible ·must be done to
support the work of our outstanding
chapters, encourage research and
presentations ofthe rich Trail heritage.
preserve the historic remnants, foster
tourism, and promote economic devel-
opment along the Trail corridor. .
. .
Make plans now to be at the 1995
symposium in September. It will be a
good one.
Happy Trailsl
-Leo E. Oliva
WAGON TRACKS
Santa Fe Trail Association
PO Box 31
Woodston, KS 67675
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